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T he essence of performance is the creation of value and it focuses on what is im -
portant to customers. Organizational performance can be measured by different
indicators such as efficiency and effectiveness. Efficiency is the organization’s

ability to maximize outcome (profit) on its capital such as quality, resource utilization,
flexibility, innovation and adaptation to change. On the other hand, the effectiveness
of an organization is its capability to perform a function with optimal use of resources.
Thus, effectiveness and efficiency are two methods of performance assessment. Poor
performance is a leading indicator of future decline. Organizations operate in a complex
world and they focus on maximizing short-term performance, rather than achieving
long-term goals. All organizations are open social systems consisting of people which
are organized and managed to accomplish common goals. Systems have inputs (raw
materials, capital, people, and information), processes, outputs and outcomes (products
or services for consumers). Organizations need to have clear statements of vision, 
values, strategies and plans for achieving their objectives. The management needs to
know how well internal business processes are running, and whether organizational
offering meets the customer requirements.In a complex adaptive organization, business
processes and interactions among them can reshape the overall structure. During the
integration processes, new capabilities or opportu-
nities may be created. A process is defined as a
collection of activities and linked tasks that, once
completed, will accomplish an identifiable output
such as the development of a service or product
for customers. Processes can help to predict future
performance based on trends, because the business
environments are dynamic, complex, and inter con -
nected. For example, the new product develop-
ment process is complex and is associated with
high risks.
A process involves inputs or factors which con-

tribute to add value either directly or indirectly 
by producing required outputs using a variety of
outputs. Thus, business processes can be classified
into two types: core business processes and sup-
port processes. Core business processes are known
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„An organization’s 
ability to learn, and
translate that learning
into action rapidly, is the
ultimate competitive

advantage.”
Jack Welch
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as operational processes and provide
value to customers, for example, manu-
facturing and sales processes. Instead of
that, support processes indirectly con-
tribute to the achievement of core busi-
ness processes. The support processes
are usually cross-functional boundaries.
Also, all organizations need core business
processes to function properly, for exam-
ple, the teaching and learning processes
are the core processes that are specific
for higher education institutions. Weak
business processes waste time and money.
The last managerial challenge is the need
to integrate business processes into a
coherent construction.
The usage of business process model-

ing helps organization management to
visualize, understand, analysis and make better decisions. A business process can be
modeled through decomposition each key process its component parts (process-map-
ping). Process mapping is a diagram representing a sequence of activities consisting
of events, activities, and links between items in the sequence from end to end. It shows
a logical, step-by-step connection between the organization processes. Data flow dia-
grams describe the processes and how these processes are connected in organizations.
It focuses on the internal dynamics that shapes the performance of the organization.
Management uses structural analysis to identify the opportunities to improve the
process performance. Also, it can use the intelligent business process management
platforms to improve the predictive response to unexpected business disruptions. 
This ability is be crucial in determining the best solution for organization in a turbulent
business environment.

Prof. Gheorghe Militaru, Ph.D. 
Deputy Chief Editor

„All things 
are in a state 
of flux.”
Heraclites
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The study is concerned with increasing the performances of universities through
competitive advantage development, mainly focusing on intellectual property
valor ization by means of a specialized model. Nowadays, the role of the so-called
„third mission” of universities is increasing constantly. By taking over and adapt-
ing the conceptual framework specific to companies (strategic management or
competitive advantage) to universities is possible to monitor the performances of
higher education institutions for a better integration into the socio-economic
environment. The new approach advanced by the Technology Transfer Centers is
taken into account in order to define the CANVAS Business Model, adapted to an
efficient competitive model with two major components: „Value Proposition” and
„Growth Strategy”. This represents a com pletely new current practice in which
entrepreneurial universities Romania
should deal with market conditions and
with the specific socio-economic and
industrial environment.

Keywords: university performance, com-
petitive advantage, intellectual
property valorization, CANVAS
business model, value proposi-
tion, growth strategy, entrepre-
neurial university

Introduction
When an organization makes profits that

exceed the average of the socio-economic
environment where it’s active, it has a com -
petitive advantage over its competitors, the

Ab
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* Correspondence to Alexandru Marin: alexandru.marin@upb.ro

„The most 
efficient way 

to produce anything 
is to bring together 

under one management
as many as possible 

of the activities needed to
turn out the product.”

Peter Drucker
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main purpose to attain being to possess it
in a sustainable manner (Ronquillo, 2012).
Furthermore, a competitive strategy des -
cribes the method by which a Tech nol ogy
Transfer Center (TTC) from a university
takes into account the existing competitors
at the following levels: scientific, economic,
and geographic. As mentioned above, there
are three ways to implement a competitive
strategy for an academic environment:
• Cost leadership: a low-cost education and
research services relative to the compet -
itors, which is particularly useful in mar -
kets where price is a decisive factor;

• Differentiation: the university seeks to
develop a competitive advantage through
supplying and marketing an education al/
research / technology product or service
that is in some way different to what the
competition is doing;

• Focused strategy: identifying the needs,
desires and interests of the particular
mar ket segments (students, companies,
interested parties) and customizing mar -
keting techniques to reflect those char-
acteristics.
A mixture of two or more of these strat -

egies is also possible, depending on the

university’s TTC’s objectives and current
educational / research market position.

Linkages Between Scientific
Institutions and Companies
The World Intellectual Property Report

from 2015 (WIPO, 2015) mentions that sci -
ence system and formal linkages between
scientific institutions and companies ap -
pear to be increasingly important today.
Figure 1 shows the share of applicants

from universities and Public Research Or -
ganizations (PROs) with higher contribu-
tion of academic patents for 3D printing,
nanotechnology and robotics. Nanotech -
nology contributions from academic ap -
plicants represent around a quarter of pa -
tents worldwide. While academic patent-
ing has become more prominent, there
are also notable differences between coun -
tries. In the case of Japan, universities and
PROs never account for more than 10% of
total first filings. By contrast, China gen-
erally shows the highest percentages of
academic patenting, exceeding 70% for
na notechnology and 50% for robotics:

Alexandra Hadar, Alexandru Marin, Laura Boant,a, Anca Alexandra Purcarea
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Starting from Michael Porter’s model
(Ronquillo 2012), the position of a uni-
versity in the educational and research
market can be analyzed. A brief specific
description of the specific „five forces”
acting in the academic environment is
given below:

I. Rivalry.I. Rivalry. If the rivalry between organ-
izations is poor, the socio-economic en -
vironment is considered „disciplined” /
regulated, this being most frequently
the case of the academic environment
in the past. Today and in the future this
rule is no longer valid, the recusant
„tigers” being interested to avoid this
„smooth market” and to take leader po -
sition on a global scale. Rivalry level is
influenced by some of the following
characteristics:

1. A big number of organizations acting
on the same educational and re -
search market;

2. Slow increase and sometimes even a
decrease of the educational and re -
search market impose a struggle for
attracting the clients (students);

3. High fixed costs lead to a scale econ -
omy and intensify the rivalry;

4. Small differentiations between edu-
cational and research services attract
higher competition, the value of a
brand discouraging the rivalry;

5. Similar to the commercial markets,
high costs for exit barriers in the edu -
ca tional and research field deter-
mines the organizations to find so -
lu tions for continuing their activity,
even if it’s no longer profitable;

The Value-Added Processes of Entrepreneurial Universities
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Figure 1 – Share of universities and public research organizations applicants 
in patent filings (%)



6. A diversity of rivals with different
cul tures, histories, and philosophies
make the educational and research
environment unstable. Thus, there
is a greater possibility that maverick
and misjudging rivals reorient, the
competition being volatile and fre-
quently intense.

II. The threat of substitutes.II. The threat of substitutes. The sub -
sti tute educational and research services
become a threat when their price is
mod ifying and affects the demand level,
associated with an increased elasticity
of the prices, because clients / students
have alternative better offers.

III. The buyers’ power.III. The buyers’ power. The market is
influenced by the impact that clients /
students have on the educational and
research system. Generally, when the
academic environment is strong, we
deal with the so-called „monopsony” –
an environment where there are sev-
eral suppliers and one „generic” buyer
(i.e. students).

IV. Suppliers’ power.IV. Suppliers’ power. An educational
and research organization needs good
professionals, educational and labora-
tory facilities, equipment, components
and other consumables, thus establish -
ing contractual terms with all these par -
ties. When the labor relations are strict
and the providers for material needs are
strong, the cost of education and re -
search processes can be high, not al -
ways associated with high-quality stan -
dards, and the public procurement
rules create a certain lack of „freedom
to operate”.

V. The threat of new entrants andV. The threat of new entrants and
en try barriers.en try barriers. There are not only
traditional competitors in the educa-
tional and research market, but it is also
highly possible to appear new actors or
some others to be reorganized, affecting
the rivalry on the market. In theory, en -
tering or exiting the market is free, but
in reality, every organization tries to pro -
tect its area of influence against other

Alexandra Hadar, Alexandru Marin, Laura Boant,a, Anca Alexandra Purcarea
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competitors by establishing specific
„entry barriers”, some of these being
listed below:
1. Public authorities and regulations;
2. Intellectual property rights;
3. Specificity of the educational and re -
search services;

4. The level of organizational effective -
ness.

The general strategies for controlling the
five forces could be developed on three
essential levels: organization as a whole;
business unit (i.e. faculty); functional unit/
department / research center.
The „business” unit level is the first /

di rect level of competition for education-
al and research activities, following the
„CANVAS Business Model” (Osterwalder
2004). As mentioned already, we empha-
size what Michael Porter identified three
generic strategies (cost advantage, differ-
entiation and focused approach) which
can be implemented for creating a compet -
itive advantage for an organization / uni-
versity, offering the possibility to develop
the strengths and defend against the neg-
ative effects of the above mentioned five
forces.

Objectives of the Study

The present paper aims to develop a
competitive advantage model for univer-
sities, mainly focused on the valorization
of intellectual property rights. Starting from
the cited study (Bradmore, 2007), the au -
thors developed a conceptual framework
for the development of a competitiveness
strategy in universities, in a moment of
rapid intensification of the rivalry in the
sector of higher education at a global scale.
Essentially, there were identified six key
dimensions of the strategy: students, re -
search, academic staff, study programs,

management and functional relationships,
integrated into a competitive advantage
model, together with the influence and
control variables on which depends their
successful implementation.
Figure 2 presents a classical competi-

tive advantage model adapted to an aca-
demic institution. This model suggests that
organizations that are capable of consol-
idating their assets, resources and capabil -
ities gain a sustainable competitive ad van -
tage. Assets and resources of universities
include branding and reputation, educa-
tional and research infrastructure, the total
incomes from different sources, major in -
vestments, intellectual property right grant -
ing and valorization, strategic partnerships
and alliances, human resource, students
and alumni. Higher education institutions
capabilities include: individual and group
academic skills and competencies, system,
mechanisms and procedures through
which people can fulfill their professional
duties. The interactions between assets, re -
sources and capabilities are settled in the
mission, purposes, values, culture, tradi-
tion and leadership of every university.

Volume 4, Issue 2 – June 2016    9
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There is a tight connection between the
competitive advantage and the value pro -
position from „CANVAS Business Model”
(Osterwalder, 2004). The specialized lite ra -
ture emphasizes that the main resources
of a sustainable competitive advantage are
(i) differentiation – offering to organizations
protection against rivals by developing in -
novative / superior products or services and
(ii) reducing the prices – fighting against the
competitors’ attacks with dumping price
policy (Havas, 2015).
Universities must understand all aspects

concerning the strategy associated with the
value proposition for students, academic
staff and all interested parties if they target
to gain and retain a competitive advan-
tage. Developing distinctive competencies
depends on several organizational attrib-
utes, such as: collective learning, tacit
knowl edge, activities organization, added
value, efficiency, experience, communica-

tions and the existence of different com-
petencies, engagement and flexibility. The
assets, resources and capabilities must ac -
complish certain characteristics: sustain-
ability, transparency, transferability and
multiplication. Also, the existence of a high
quality and continuous information flow
is needed, which is an essential attribute
for the optimal control of these strategies
(Greco et al., 2013).The above presented
conceptual framework is synthesized in
seven generic sentences, identified with
P1 + P7, as marked in Figure 2:
P1 – Mission, scope, values, culture, tradi -

tion and leadership are major agents
for accumulation / utilization of assets
and resources from universities;

P2 – Mission, scope, values, culture, tradi -
tion and leadership are major agents
for accumulation / utilization of capa -
ci ties from universities;

10 FAIMA Business & Management Journal
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P3 – Collective learning, tacit knowledge,
activities organization, added value,
efficiency, experience, and communi -
cation, coordination of different com -
petencies, engagement and flex i bil ity
are major agents for universities to
consolidate assets and resources in
the framework of distinctive compe -
tencies;

P4 – Sustainability, transparency, transfer -
a bility and multiplication are essential
characteristics of assets and resources
for creating and developing the dis-
tinctive competencies in universities;

P5 – Sustainability, transparency, transfer -
ability and multiplication are essential
characteristics for the capability of
creating and developing the distinc-
tive competencies in universities;

P6 – Capacity for creating and developing
the distinctive competencies, offering
a competitive advantage for universi -
ties, is determined by sustainability,

transparency, transferability and mul -
tiplication of assets, resources and ca -
pabilities;

P7 – Students, research, academic staff, stu -
dy programs, management and the
system of functional relations repre-
sents the „key” dimensions of the
uni versity’s strategy, for developing
com petitiveness and creating a va lue
pro position in the academic environ -
ment.

Results and Discussion

The contributions of this paper rely on
our demarche for the evaluation of the
per formances of universities, from the
perspective of its competitive advantage,
mainly focusing on the intellectual prop-
erty valorization. Nowadays, beside the first
two classical missions of universities – of -
fer ing education and conducting research –
the role of the so-called „third mission” is

The Value-Added Processes of Entrepreneurial Universities
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increasing constantly, comprising: long life
learning (continuous education), technol -
ogy / knowledge transfer and innovation,
and the social engagement for the benefit
of the society (Ionescu and Militaru, 2010).
The analysis of the partnerships between
the higher education system and socio-eco -
nomic environment reveals some specific
aspects concerning the above mentioned
„third mission” of universities:
•• Transparency of activities and infor-
mation relies on the skepticism of the
cultural approach, and lack of clear /
controllable financial consequences;

•• Patchy development of activities, i.e.
the connection with the intellectual
property rights internal policy, differ -
ent from one university to another;

•• Contextual diversity of understanding
the real meaning of „third mission”
role for a higher education institution;

•• Differences between the approach and
the objectives, i.e. the more ac tive
partnerships which have important
financial effects are more visible and
desired than others for which social

relevance prevails. The latter have a
big impact on society, but sometimes
have lower visibility, rendering it dif -
ficult to make a comparison or bench -
marking.

In the actual context, we deal with a
new conceptual framework for ori enting
the development of a compe ti tiveness stra -
tegy in universities, along with a rapid in -
ten sification of competition in the higher
education system, on a global scale. To -
day univer sities are fully integrated into
the in novation ecosystem, setting a new
con cept of the entrepreneurial university
in the new knowledge – based economy
(Militaru and Ionescu, 2010). Implement -
ing this concept has two components: 
•• Through commercialization of the
knowledge and results obtained
through research activities („knowl-
edge hubs”), connecting the second
classical mission (research) with the
third mission (socio-economic de -
vel opment);

Alexandra Hadar, Alexandru Marin, Laura Boant,a, Anca Alexandra Purcarea
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•• By direct connection between the first
classical mission (education) with the
third mission (socio-economic de vel -
opment), when accepting the rev o lu -
tionary idea that universities act today
in a „free global education market”.

Universities, as entrepreneurial organ-
izations, must be flexible, assuming five
statements as their fundamental scopes:
knowledge capitalization; relationships with
industry and public authorities; indepen -
dence from any spheres of influence; ba -
lanced ratio between independence and
interrelation; continuous renewal of in ter -
nal structures (Nyman, 2015). In this spirit,
some essential steps to be followed can
help universities to adopt an optimal set
of monitoring indicators for academic en -
tre preneurship:
•• Analysis / revision of the strategy for
promoting and supporting academic
entrepreneurship;

•• Identification of the internal factors
that influence the „start-up” activities
and selecting the key aspects to be
monitored continuously;

•• Analysis / revision of the existing sys -
tems to assess the academic perform -
ances;

•• Selection and adaptation of the mon -
i toring indicators for academic en tre -
preneurship (definitions, key con-
cepts, periodicity of revision etc.);

•• Integration of the adopted indicators’
set in the existing framework of as -
sess ing academic performance.

As a conclusion, by taking over and
adapting the conceptual framework spe-
cific to companies (strategic management
or competitive advantage) to universities,
it is possible to monitor the performances
of higher education institutions for a better
integration with the socio-economic en vi -
ron ment. All the aspects analyzed above

can be customized to any university, as an
applicative case study, which represents
the main purpose of the present paper.
Nevertheless, every university must have

some concerns about its capacity to sur-
vive and prosper in an increasingly com-
petitive domestic higher education envi-
ronment. As Table 1 shows, two particular
competitive concerns give rise to the stra -
te gic responses that a Romanian university
is giving to rapid intensification of compe -
tition in the global higher education arena:
the growing presence of strong interna-
tional rivals and the insufficient national
funding for tertiary education in Romania
(and the consequent need to find alterna tive
funding sources). Driving these two com -
petitive concerns (see Table 1, column 1)
are: the continuous strong global demand
for tertiary education, and particularly from
the European region; the trends of globali -
zation of tertiary education; the increasing
importance of achieving world-ranking in
research and teaching in order to attract
gov ernment and industry funding and
spon sorship; and the perceived benefits
in terms of public and private funding for
consolidating its presence in Europe.

The Value-Added Processes of Entrepreneurial Universities
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Additionally, among university’s stra te -
gic response to increasing competition (see
Table 1, column 3) can be included the fol -
lowing priorities: attraction and re tention
of leading researchers and promotion of
collaboration in research through provision
of high-quality infrastructure; attraction and
retention of outstanding academic staff; ex -
tension and fostering of multidisciplinary
research in selected areas; collaboration
and partnering with the wider community
for mutually beneficial exchanges and an
initiative for establishment alliances.
The theoretical underpinning of strategic

orientations of any Romanian university
is to be clarified in the near future based on
the university’s vision, goals and purposes,

rather than on specific models and / or
frame works to be found in the literature
of strategic management and competitive
advantage. Nevertheless, strands of mod-
els and frameworks that are prominent in
that literature are discernible in university’s
strategic response to the current environ-
ment.

Selecting a Model

For any Romanian university it is an es -
sen tial option to adopt the best model, out
of the four typical ones presented in Fi -
gure 3. If the university is assuming an en -
tre preneurial orientation, it should act as
an „Orchestrator of Local Buzz” targeting

Alexandra Hadar, Alexandru Marin, Laura Boant,a, Anca Alexandra Purcarea
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to have an indirect impact on the local /
re gional / national economy, through the
very good linkages recommended to be
developed with the industry actors. Ne ver -

theless, it could target to act like a „Ca ta lyst”,
capable to producing disruptive innovation,
acting as a profit center and integrated into
an international market:

Volume 4, Issue 2 – June 2016    15
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Figure 3 – TTC Business Model

This new approach for the TTC of a
university is taken into account to define
the CANVAS Business Model which is a -
dapted to the competitive model and its
essential generic characteristics (coming
from real market needs). The model is
presented following the brief description
of two major components: „Value Prop -
osition” and „Growth Strategy” (Figure 4).
The Value Propositions Building Block

describes the bundle of products and ser -
vices that create value for a specific Cus -
tomer Segment. The Value Proposition is
the reason why customers turn to a TTC.
It solves a customer problem or it satis-
fies a customer need. Each Value Prop -
osition consists of a selected bundle of
products and / or specific educational and
research services that cater to the needs

of a specific Customer Segment. In this
view, the Value Proposition is an aggre-
gation or bundle of benefits that a TTC of -
fers to customers / students / companies.
Some Value Propositions may be innova-
tive and represent a new or disruptive of -
fer. Others may be similar to existing mar -
ket offers, but with added features and
attributes. Both of these Value Prop osi -
tions classes must be taken into consid-
eration by the TTC from the entrepre-
neurial university.
Values may be quantitative (e.g. price,

the speed of service) or qualitative (e.g.
design, customer experience). Elements
from the following non-exhaustive list can
contribute to the customer value creation:
•• Novelty: some Value Propositions sat -
isfy an entirely new set of needs that



customers (students/companies) pre -
vi ously didn’t perceive because there
was no similar offering;

•• Performance: improving products
and/or educational / research servi -
ces per formance has traditionally been
a com mon way to create value;

•• Customization: tailoring products and
services to the specific needs of in di -
vidual customers (students / compa-
nies) or Customer Segments creates
va lue. This approach allows for cus-
tomized products and services while
still taking advantage of economies
of scale;

•• „Getting the job done”: value can be
created simply by helping a customer

(students/ companies) to get certain
jobs done;

•• Design: it is an important, but difficult
element to measure. A product may
stand out because of superior de sign.
i.e. in the consumer electronics indus -
tries, design can be a particularly im -
portant part of the Value Proposi tion;

•• Brand/status: customers (students /
companies) may find value in the
simple act of using and displaying a
specific brand;

•• Price: offering similar value at a lower
price is a common way to satisfy the
needs of price – sensitive Customer
Segments (students / companies);

16 FAIMA Business & Management Journal
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•• Cost reduction: helping customers
(students / companies) reduce costs
is an important way to create value;

•• Risk reduction: Customers (students /
companies) value reducing the risks
they incur when purchasing products
or services;

•• Accessibility: making products and
services available to customers (stu-
dents / companies) who previously
lacked access to them is another way
to create value;

•• Convenience/usability: making „things”
more convenient or easier to use can
create substantial value.

The Growth Strategy is the strategy
aimed at gaining a larger market share,
even at the expense of short-term earnings.
The TTC’s Growth Strategy must take into
account the key regional growth strategy
and the whole development framework
proposed for the TTC’s from an entrepre-
neurial university. The four broad growth
strategies are:
•• Diversification: developing new prod -
ucts and/or educational / research ser -
vices in new markets can be a riskier
strategy given the unproven market-
place;

•• Product development: meaning new
products and/or educational / re search

services into existing market as it mir -
rors the market development strategy.
Developing new products and/or ed -
u ca tion al / research services requires
new skills and continual tweaking
until success is achieved;

•• Market penetration: expanding the
cur rent products and/or educational /
research services in your current mar -
ket. It’s all about the „competitive
edge”;

•• Market development: expand existing
products and/or educational / re -
search services into new markets. The
new market can be industry-related
or geographical. Occasionally mod-
ifying the product and/or education -
al / research services slightly can also
open up new markets.

The content of these two paragraphs
(Value Proposition and Growth Strategy)
shows the fundamental changes and the
original way in Romania’s current prac-
tice, in which an entrepreneurial univer-
sity should deal with market conditions,
this terms being well understood by the
socio-economic and the industrial envi-
ronment, strictly associated with the gen-
eral concept of competitive advantage.

Conclusions

We developed a competitive advantage
model for universities, mainly focused on
the valorization of intellectual property
rights, in the context of the entrepreneur-
ial orientation, by adapting the classical
model of competitive advantage to an aca -
demic institution and pursuing the objec-
tive of consolidating its assets, including
branding and reputation, intellectual prop -
erty right granting and valorization, stra -
tegic partnerships and alliances, human
re source, students and alumni.

The Value-Added Processes of Entrepreneurial Universities
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Because of the tight connection bet -
ween the competitive advantage and the
„Value Proposition” of any university bu -
si ness model, its mission should focus on
developing distinctive competencies, such
as: collective learning, tacit knowledge,
ac tivities organization, added value, effi-
ciency, experience, communications, en -
gage ment and flexibility for the students,
academic staff and all interested parties.
The evaluation of the performances of

universities, from the perspective of its
com petitive advantage, mainly focused
on the intellectual property valorization,
and referring to the business model con-
cepts of „Value Proposition” and „Growth

Strategy” contributes to the strategic orien -
tation of the Romanian higher education
in order to be competitive „in the new aca -
demic market conditions”.
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The Use of Social Media 
in the Recruitment Process
Lucie Bohmova
University of Economics, Prague, Czech Republic

Ab
st
ra
ct LinkedIn is a business-oriented social networking service. It provides tools to build and

manage professional networks. But it especially gives recruiters a quick and easy access
to a large range of resumes from skilled potential employees all around the world. The
purpose of this paper is to explore how the ten biggest companies in different European
countries (Norway, France and Germany) use LinkedIn for hiring as compared with
corporate websites. In addition, we compared the number of employees with the number
of employees who are members in company’s page on LinkedIn. In the theory part, we
found that LinkedIn is a very important recruiting tool for companies. Our overall finding
is that LinkedIn is not used by companies as much as theory suggests it should be. 
The investigated companies seem to lack encouraging their employees to update their
LinkedIn profile regularly. We cannot conclude that there is a correlation between the
number of jobs offered and the number of followers. The results and discussion show
that job postings on corporate websites compared to the job boards on LinkedIn are much
higher for the Norwegian and French companies. This result differs from the German
companies where we observed that four companies have more jobs posted on LinkedIn
than on their corporate website. This
research is limited to quantitative data.

Keywords: LinkedIn, recruitment, job
boards, Human Resources,
corporate websites

Introduction
Social media recruitment is a process

of hiring new employees with the use of
social media such as LinkedIn, Face book,
Google+, Twitter and many other social
media sites which are popular in certain
geographical areas or countries, for ex am -
ple, Weibo (China) or VKontakte (Russia).

„The people 
who are doing the
work are the moving
force. My job is 
to create a space 
for them.”
Steve Jobs
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There are a lot of tactics, strategies and
steps on how to achieve a good social
me dia recruitment process and the whole
social HR has a lot of benefits and draw-
backs that are going to be described in the
paper. In 2012, 80% of companies were
using social media for recruitment and 95%
of them were using LinkedIn (Isaacson,
2012). So we can safely assume that cur-
rently the first number will be much closer
to 100% and almost every company is now
using LinkedIn as a hiring tool.
LinkedIn has over 332 million members

in over 200 countries, and it is by far the
most popular professional social media
website in the world. In particular, it gives
recruiters quick and easy access to a large
range of resumes from skilled potential
employees all around the world. LinkedIn
is built upon a simple philosophy: „Rela -
tion ships Matter.” Social networking in the
workplace has become a crucial communi -
cation tool for many businesses. It provides
a platform for creating communities based

on similar interests, hobbies or knowledge
(Pavlícek, 2014). LinkedIn is advantageous
for Human Resources, who use it for both
networking and recruiting. „LinkedIn has
revolutionized the recruiting world” (The
Muse, 2014). This claim proves how im -
por tant this social media tool has become
in the field of recruitment, both for com-
panies and job seekers. LinkedIn is now
the world’s largest professional online ser -
vice. Europe is their biggest market outside
the United States, and Norway (1+ million
users), France (8+ million users) and Ger -
many (3.5+ million users) are some of the
countries with the highest adoption rates
(Schawbel, 2011.
The title of the Economist stating some

of the key advantages of LinkedIn, con-
firms that the main benefit for recruiters
is finding ‘passive’ job seekers (The Econ -
omist, 2014). They correspond to those
who could miss the job offer, but who
would still be good potential candidates
for the company.

ˆ
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Research Methodology

The purpose of this research is to find
out how the 10 biggest companies based
on market capitalization from France, Ger -
many and Norway use LinkedIn for hiring
employees. We are also looking for differ -
ences between countries.
In this study, a quantitative research

method based on collection of primary
data through observing the activity on
LinkedIn was used. The data was collect-
ed based on observation of online activity
on LinkedIn over one month conducted
by students of courses focused on New
Media. In addition, the number of job po -
si tions on LinkedIn was compared with
the number of jobs advertised on corpo-
rate websites.
We had five factors we observed and

studied. In this section, we will give a short
explanation of each of the factors. The first
factor is the total number of employees of
the company. This factor was used together
with a second factor, namely the number

of employees registered on LinkedIn. By
comparing these two factors we believe
that we can get a picture of how impor-
tant the company believes LinkedIn is.
Another factor is posts per week. This

factor explains the company’s usage of
LinkedIn. In addition, it shows the com-
pany’s attitude towards sharing informa-
tion and updating their followers. Hence,
this factor also shows how important the
company believes LinkedIn is.
The last two factors, which are con-

nected, are job postings on LinkedIn and
job postings on the corporate website.
We chose to observe these factors in order
to research how the company uses LinkedIn
compared to their corporate websites.
The analysis of the data was divided into

two parts: one concerning the absolute va -
lue of the factors, and the other one fo cus -
ing on the ratio between some of the fac-
tors. We analyzed the absolute value for
the following factors: followers, posts per
week and job postings on LinkedIn. When
we analyzed these factors, we simply looked
at the numbers and compared different
companies in each country, as well as com -
paring data from the three countries.
Regarding the ratios, we used the nu -

merical data for the factors and compared
different factors by calculating the ratio bet -
ween them. The ratios are calculated based
on the factors for each individual country
and in further discussions, these ratios
were compared between the countries, but
also between companies in each country.
We looked into two ratios for each coun-
try: the number of followers versus the
number of job postings on LinkedIn, and
the number of job postings on LinkedIn
versus the number of job postings on cor -
po rate websites. These ratios were put into
charts, which are presented in the result
section and used for further discussion.

Lucie Bohmova
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Research Results

The results are presented for each coun-
try separately and this information has
been used in the discussion that follows.

Norway
The 10 biggest companies in Norway are

Statoil, Telenor Group, DNB, Royal Car -
ib bean Cruises, Yara International, Norsk
Hydro, Seadrill Limited, Gjensidige For sik -
ring, Orkla and Marine Harvest ASA (Oslo
Børs, 2014). Of the ten biggest companies
in Norway in terms of market capitaliza-
tion, the biggest company Statoil also has
the most followers on LinkedIn, with more
than 230,000 people.
The average number of posts per week

is only 2.40 for the Norwegian companies.
Yara International was the most active with
five posts while both Royal Caribbean
Cruises and Marine Harvest had zero posts
in one week. The companies are restrained
to share too much news about themselves
on their LinkedIn profile.
Two companies, namely Seadrill and

Gjensidige Forsikring used LinkedIn for

more than half of the jobs offered on their
corporate website. Figure 1 shows that only
two companies use LinkedIn for more than
half of their jobs offered on their corporate
website. The average is that 26% of all jobs
offered on their corporate web site is also of -
fered on LinkedIn. Note that DNB did not
have any jobs on either their corporate web -
site or on LinkedIn at the moment we did
the observation. Marine Harvest had only
3 jobs on their corporate website and 0 on
LinkedIn. Norsk Hydro had as much as 22
jobs offered on their corporate website,
but still none offered on LinkedIn. These
findings tell us that Norwegian compa-
nies do not use LinkedIn very actively to
attract people to work for them.
Followers / LinkedIn jobs is a ratio that

shows how visible each of the jobs of -
fered on LinkedIn is for one company.
Statoil has the most followers per job of -
fered on LinkedIn, with about 25,000. The
average for all ten companies is just below
7.000. This is partly because some com-
panies offer few or no jobs on LinkedIn,
and partly because some companies have
few followers compared to Statoil.

The Use of Social Media in the Recruitment Process

Figure 1 – Ratio: jobs on LinkedIn / jobs on corporate website for companies in Norway

Figure 2 shows the percentage of the
total number of employees that has a
LinkedIn profile and also follows their em -
ployer’s corporate LinkedIn profile. There
are huge differences between the ten

biggest companies in Norway. Orkla and
Marine Harvest have the smallest numbers,
13% and 10% respectively. Gjensidige For -
sikring has the highest number reaching
98%. The average for all companies is 42%.
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France
The LinkedIn observation for the 10 big -

gest companies in France included Groupe
Danone, Vivendi S.A., ArcelorMittal S.A.,
Société Générale, Orange S.A., AXA, GDF
Suez, Sanofi S.A., BNP Paribas and Total
S.A. (CAC 40, 2012).
The average number of posts per week

is only 2.0 for the French companies.
Groupe Danone is the most regular poster,
whereas Vivendi has not posted anything
on LinkedIn. The low number of posts
could be explained by several reasons.
Similar to Norwegian and German com-
panies, LinkedIn posts can be used to make
important announcements, such as the
launch of new products. The main another
source of content is communication about
the corporate culture of the company, as
explored by Group Danone for instance.

The most LinkedIn followers are gen-
erated by Total with 429,488, followed by
Group Danone with 387,997. At the same
time Vivendi SA, as France’s second-big -
gest company by CAC 40 ranking, has only
3,325 followers on the platform, which
indicates that a high market capitalization
cannot be regarded as a factor for high
popularity on LinkedIn.
Arcelor Mittal indicates a high value

when analyzing the ratio of LinkedIn fol-
lowers and jobs posted on LinkedIn. At
Arcelor Mittal LinkedIn page there are
19,687 more followers than jobs offered.
The total has the second highest ratio with
15,339 followers. These results can be ex -
plained partly by the very low number of
jobs posted on LinkedIn by these compa-
nies.

Lucie Bohmova

Figure 3 – Ratio: jobs on LinkedIn / jobs on corporate website for companies in France

Figure 2 – Ratio: employees on LinkedIn / total number of employees 
for companies in Norway



The average ratio measured here is 0.3
compared to 0.93 for German companies.
It means that the amount of jobs offered
often is higher on the corporate website
than on LinkedIn in France. Groupe Danone
has the highest ratio with 1.40 showing

that 40% more jobs are posted on LinkedIn
according to the corporate website. As a
contrary example, one can use Vivendi
or GDF Suez with a low ratio of 0.02 and
0.03. The same goes for Total with a ratio
of 0.04.

The Use of Social Media in the Recruitment Process

Figure 4 – Ratio: Employees on LinkedIn / total number of employees 
for companies in France

Investigating the corporations’ number
of employees with a LinkedIn profile, one
can outline that Sanofi and Orange, on the
one hand, have the highest percentage of
employees with a LinkedIn profile (58%
and 43%, respectively), followed by BNP
Paribas with 40%. In absolute numbers,
BNP Paribas and Orange have the highest
number of employees with LinkedIn pro-
files. At the bottom of the ranking, Vivendi
has only 304 employees on LinkedIn for
58,000 employees: only 1% of their em -
ployees have profiles on LinkedIn, which
is very low.
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Germany
We analyzed the LinkedIn operations

of the ten biggest German companies,
which are Bayer AG, Volkswagen AG, Sie -
mens AG, Daimler AG, SAP SE, BASF SE,
Allianz SE, BMW AG, Deutsche Telekom
AG and Deutsche Bank AG.
The average number of posts per week

is only 2.70 for the German companies,
although this is 12.5% higher than the va -
lue measured for the ten biggest Nor we -
gian companies. Most posts were added by
Daimler AG and SAP AG, whereas Volks -
wagen AG did not post anything. The low
number of posts could be explained by
several reasons. One can underline that
si milar to Norway, German companies try
to regulate their LinkedIn posts, due the
fact that they only want to post highly
important information such as the launch
of new products, which has been ob served
in the cases of BASF SE and Bayer AG. Both
corporations launched innovative prod ucts
and announced it. Thus, LinkedIn seems
to be used for announcing important com -
pany news, while at the same time German
corporations try to post interactive and
interesting topics in order to engage their
followers.
The most LinkedIn followers are gene -

rated by Siemens AG with 668,223, followed
by SAP SE with 62,893. At the same time,

Bayer AG, as Germany’s biggest company
by market capitalization, has only 15,523
followers on the platform.
SAP SE again produces a high value

when analyzing the ratio of LinkedIn fol-
lowers and jobs posted on LinkedIn. At
SAP SE, there are 2,125 followers per job
position posted on LinkedIn. Bayer AG and
Volkswagen AG show even higher values
with 3,220 and 2,897.
According to the ratio of total amount

of jobs posted on LinkedIn compared to
jobs offered on the corporate website, it
becomes obvious that German companies

Lucie Bohmova

Figure 5 – Ratio: jobs on LinkedIn / jobs on corporate website for companies in Germany
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regard LinkedIn as highly more important
for the recruiting process than Norwegi an
companies do.
The average ratio measured here is 0.93,

meaning that the amount of jobs offered is
often the same on both channels. Bayer AG
has the lowest ratio with only 0.10, show-
ing that only 10% of the jobs offered on
the corporate website are also offered via
LinkedIn. As a contrary example, Deutsche
Bank AG has a ratio of only 3.01. Hence,
Germany’s biggest bank offers three times
more jobs on LinkedIn than on its corpo-
rate website.

Investigating the corporations’ number
of employees with a LinkedIn profile, one
can outline that Siemens AG, on the one
hand, has the highest number of employ-
ees with a LinkedIn profile (151,846), fol-
lowed by SAP SE with 62,893. On the other
hand, Siemens AG shows also a quite high
ratio of employees on LinkedIn compared
to the total number of employees (0.42).
Nevertheless, SAP SE shows the highest
ratio with 0.96, with 66% above the aver-
age of 0.30.

Discussion

The ratio between the number of job
postings on LinkedIn and the number of
job postings on the corporate website sup -
ports the analysis of whether companies
use LinkedIn for job posting at the same
extent as their corporate website.
In Norway, there is a huge variation

bet ween companies. Two companies use
LinkedIn heavily for job posting. They have
almost as many jobs posted on LinkedIn
as on their corporate website. On the op -
posite side, eight out of ten companies
have only one-third of their job postings
on LinkedIn. When looking at these find-
ings, it has to be taken into consideration
that the companies are not that big and

The Use of Social Media in the Recruitment Process

Figure 6 – Ratio: employees on LinkedIn / total number of employees 
for companies in Germany



they probably do not have continuous re -
cruiting through the whole year. In Nor -
way, a percent of 80% of the companies
post only one-third of their job postings on
LinkedIn. France is quite similar, but even
more extreme. Nine out of ten companies
have under one-third of their job postings
on LinkedIn. Only Groupe Danone had
more jobs posted on LinkedIn than on its
corporate website.
In Germany the picture is different. Only

three out of ten companies had under
one-third of their job postings on LinkedIn.
As many as four out of ten have more jobs
posted on LinkedIn than on their corpo-
rate website. The three last companies have
a between 40 and 80% of their job postings
on LinkedIn. Based on these results we can
conclude that the importance of LinkedIn

for the companies is higher than in France
and Norway.
This highlights that the companies do

not use LinkedIn as much as the existing lit -
e ra ture say and the importance of LinkedIn
for companies in recruiting seem to be
lower than expected.
When comparing the three investigat-

ed countries, the common presence of
LinkedIn in the corporate world can be
outlined, which is further supported by
the huge amount of company pages on
LinkedIn around the world, a number which
exceeds four million in total. LinkedIn ac -
tivity seems to be quite high overall. Four
out of the 30 investigated companies, which
represent only 13%, did not post at least
once in the week of observation. At the
same time, the average amount of postings

Lucie Bohmova
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varies between 2.0 and 3.4 for the three
different countries, implying slight differ-
ences in LinkedIn activity among the three
countries.

Conclusions

In this paper, we have looked at how
the 10 biggest companies in three differ-
ent European countries use LinkedIn as a
recruiting tool, and we have compared it
with their corporate websites. This has
been done by observing specific factors for
each of the companies over a one-month
period. Results have been discussed both
for each country and by comparing the dif -
ferent countries.We found that all of the
10 biggest companies in the three coun-
tries are registered on LinkedIn. Almost
all of the companies update their profiles
weekly, but the number of posts per week
on average is only about two. The amount
of followers each company has does not
seem to depend directly on the overall
corporate platform activity. By this, we
mean that it could not be observed any

correlation between posts per week and
the number of followers.We found a cor-
relation between the number of jobs of -
fered and the number of followers at the
country level. We did not find the same
correlation at the company level. This
means that we cannot conclude that there
is a correlation between the number of
jobs offered and the number of followers.
One possible explanation could be that
LinkedIn’s popularity in the different count -
ries is the variable that explains the number
of job offers, as compared to the number
of followers on the platform.
The results and discussion show that job

postings on corporate websites compared
to job postings on LinkedIn are much high -
er for the Norwegian and French com pa -
nies. This result differs from the German
companies, where it can be observed that
four of the analyzed companies have more
jobs posted on LinkedIn than on their
cor porate website. This shows that Ger -
man companies clearly focus more on
using LinkedIn than the Norwegian and
French companies.

The Use of Social Media in the Recruitment Process
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Ab
st
ra
ct The aim of this article is to describe the advantages and limitations of business

clusters, often interpreted as being complex economic entities. Throughout the time,
it has been observed that firms tend to concentrate in certain locations as various
types of economic agglomerations. However, there is no single cause which is due
the clustering phenomenon, on the point of clusters may be the result of several
combinations of subsequent factors: the existence of a competent workforce, spe-
cialized suppliers, knowledge dissemination and entrepreneurial activity, the
inter-dependence between entities, the organizational cultures or the local demand.
The objective of this paper is to demonstrate why the presence of a cluster succeeds
to enhance a firm’s productivity as well as stimulate growth in a region, and
moreover how it manages to attain these results. While the article shows that the
advantages of business clusters are obvious, even measurable, such as: the com-
petitive advantages, the operational efficiency of its members, the encouragement
of innovation and technological advance, the creation of new companies, the for-
mation of social capital and the adaptability to market changes; the disadvantages
are almost nonexistent, rather there are certain limitations and ambiguities that
stand from major structural, technological
or industrial changes at macroeconomic
level or other impactful events such as
wars and crises.

Keywords: cluster, business, regional
development, competitiveness,
localization economies

Introduction
Nowadays a new paradigm is shaping,

claiming the fact that clusters serve as the
driving force for economic growth in the
most regional economies. My mission in

„If you’re 
not serving the 

customer, your job 
is to be serving 
someone who is.”
Jan Carlzon
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this paper is to clarify what are the ad van -
tages of these entities and the limitations
they face towards their development path.
Having regard to the literature in the field,
the most important features a cluster can
have are the localization, the competitive
advantages, and the networking potential.
Proceeding with a deeper analysis of these
factors, there are resulting a series of ben -
efits for the firms, research institutes, uni-
versities, even the nation state and the pop -
u la tion located in the region where the
clus ter functions. A well-established clus-
ter is defined by four main characteristics:
•• increased productivity through syner-
gies, access to information and special-
ized inputs;

•• the possibility of instant cooperation
with business partners;

•• more rapid innovation through cooper -
ative research, constructive internal com -
petition, as well as competitive striving;

•• new business formation filing in niches
and expanding the boundaries of the
cluster.

In addition to these features, there are
benefits such as the potential to adapt to
structural changes and to the dynamics of
the labor market as well as to attract for-
eign investment due to a higher degree of
credibility. In conclusion, given the fact
that the cluster members are interdepen-
dent; the good performance of one of
them can boost the success of others.

Experimental and Results

The paper was written based on the
qual itative method of data collection from
sources consisting of books, articles, case
studies and reports. The research lead to
a comprehensive analysis on the broad
thematic concerns regarding the advan-
tages and limitations of business clusters.
The findings of the current paper reveal

that one of the most important character-
istics of business clusters is represented by
the possibility to share a common infra-
structure, suppliers and distribution net-
works. The members of the cluster can
benefit by the presence of firms that pro-
vide components, support services or raw
materials, as well as help develop solutions
and combine resources to take advanta ges
of newly created market opportunities. On
a first level, a strong business cluster will
include suppliers of raw materials, distrib -
utors and primary components producers
and on a second level, specialized services
in finance, marketing, packaging, educa-
tion, training and other specific facilities
related to trade. In addition to these, there
are benefits such as: the potential to easily
adapt to structural changes and to the dy -
namics of the labor market or to attract for -
eign investment due to a higher degree of
credibility. In conclusion, having regard
to the fact that cluster members are inter-
dependent, the good performance of one
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of them can boost the success of others
ex tending the positive organizational out -
comes.

Concept of Business Clusters

A vast domain of the research dedicat-
ed to cluster study was directed to iden-
tify a precise definition of a cluster or to
examine whether the clusters are compat -
ible with various economic measures im -
plemented at regional level. As an over -
view, a cluster represents an umbrella
con cept, a concept that cannot be defined
with precision (Audretsch and Feldman,
2003; Colgan and Baker, 2003; Dahl and
Pedersen, 2003; Tracey and Clark, 2003),
and essentially the structure of this entity
is likely to vary by location or industry.
According to Michael Porter (1998) „A

cluster is a geographical proximate group
of interconnected companies and associa -
ted institutions in a particular field, linked
by commonalities and externalities”. The
main elements used by Porter to describe
a cluster are: the geographic concentration,
interconnections of companies and insti-
tutions, the simultaneous existence of com -
petition and cooperation between entities
and the specialization factor. As a general
statement, the cluster represents a funda-
mental organizational framework, which
often is identified as a triple helix structure
(Figure 1), relevant for regional economies
and economic development strategies.
How ever, the analysis method in terms of
organizing businesses in a cluster is valu-
able to understand why clusters exist, how
we can identify them and which the ben-
efits for regional economic development
are. As there is no an exhaustive defini-
tion of a cluster, a proper contribution in
this field is to identify the challenges en -
countered by regions in their development

trials and further analyze and adapt a clus -
ter-based strategy to the competitive advan -
tages of the regions and to those of busi-
nesses operating there.
Among the factors that explain the ev o -

lution of clusters are the external influen -
ces derived from market competition and
rapid technological changes that have ob -
viously affected the competitiveness fun-
damentals of nations and enterprises (Gue -
rri eri, 2001). Within traditional economic
sectors, just as in the field of latest tech-
nologies, clustering activity has become a
new model of economic development and
led to important discoveries in growing
new business strategies (Lagendijk 1999).
A typical initiative to set up a cluster

starts from a small organization as a result
of an entrepreneurial initiative, with the
support from the side of public or private
institutions which generally allows the cre -
ation of a critical mass in order to permit
further development. Clusters are particu -
larly effective organizations conducive to
innovation, they are a collection of various

The Advantages of Business Clusters
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actors, yet interrelated in their actions. A
second constituent member of a cluster is
the research organization, for instance, re -
search institutes that produce advanced
knowledge. The third type of membership
is represented by the educational organi -
za tion, noticing that universities are a spe -
cial case, as they play the role of both re -
search and education institution. The fourth
type is the providers of capital, such as in -
vestors or banks that provide financial re -
sour ces for exploitation of inventions and
business models. The fifth type, govern -
ment and public agencies, including actors

who have the ability to develop and im ple -
ment public policies regarding infra struc -
ture investment, law and other im por tant
dimensions for innovation. The rationale
for business clusters is that when creating
a critical mass around a sector or industry,
different actors can support each other
and the resources can be managed more
effectively. Nevertheless, the critical mass
is a minimum criterion, as constituent en -
tities of a cluster must be interlinked and
qualified to allow a mutual mobility of re -
sources and expertise, including technol-
ogy dissemination.

Ana-Maria Raluca Cojocaru, Sorin Ionescu

Figure 1 – Triple Helix Model of Clusters (Source: adapted from Etzkowitz, 1997)

Assuming the members of a cluster are
associated by numerous formal and non-
formal connections through which they
constantly interact, they become depend-
ent on each other in some respects, but
also, they become able to operate in a

more efficient way. From this standpoint,
the network of interdependencies bet ween
companies, institutions and various sup-
port service providers belonging to a clus-
ter is currently considered one of the most
important resources that a company can



have, as in the case of financial, tech no lo -
gical or informational resources. Proximity,
external economies and the economies of
scale created, are key elements that encour -
age the overall performance of companies
within a cluster.
Cluster type agglomerations appear and

develop in different ways and in this re -
spect, there is no pattern that can be trans -
ferred from one economy to another. From
empirical observations, it appears that clus -
ters may be the result of one of the fol-
lowing cases: (a) strategic exploitation of
a natural site, (b) reserve of natural re sour -
ces, including specialized professional skills
that may occur in the vicinity of well-
known research institutes, (c) localization
in areas with well-developed infrastructure,
(d) reaction to local development needs,
(e) a result of the activities of one or more
successful companies.
The firms normally tend to locate in re -

gions that privilege their economic activity,
being it with the aim to access resources or
gain access to new markets. Sometimes,
though, choosing a certain place may be
just a „historical accident”. The onset of the
clustering process, however, is always de -
termined by the presence of positive ex -
ter nalities and the engine that influences
the further development of the cluster is
the competition between rival companies
(Porter 1990), which forces them to be
innovative, creative and to keep track with
the technological advances. Thus, the re -
search and development activity is stim-
ulated and the labor force become more
specialized by higher professional quali-
fications and the existence of a higher va -
lue-added services sector. The free move -
ment of labor from one company to anoth-
er within the cluster and the proximity al -
low fast and easy transfer of knowledge
to new companies resulting in increased

competitiveness and economic growth.
The presence of externalities and the dis-
semination of knowledge within the clus-
ter will continue to lead to the emergence
of new activities, which will, in turn, gen -
erate the appearance of new companies
upstream or downstream. In conclusion,
clusters will become over time a part of
an organic development process.
Strengthening the competitive position

of the companies within a cluster by pro-
viding material, financial and human cap-
ital, creates an environment that will nat-
urally attract new members. The shortcom -
ings that may exist throughout the upstream
production chain (inputs) and downstream
(final products) will be transformed into
op portunities for other companies inter-
ested to locate in clusters. This develop-
ment will help to diversify the cluster, cre-
ate synergies and open new opportunities
for collaboration. Following up with the
newly transformed resources, over time,
they will contribute to creating more value,
increase investment, wages and prosperity
in the area where the cluster functions.
This type of evolution refers to the opti-
mistic scenario in which the cluster is be -
coming performant, helping to improve
the functional parameters of its members
and to ameliorate the situation of the entire
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geographic region where it is located. Suc -
cess depends, however, on a wide range of
factors, including: the existence of a stimu -
lating economic environment; understand -
ing the necessity of simultaneous cooper-
ation and competition between the mem-
bers; creating strong links between com-
panies, and between them and the rest of
cluster’s organizations; the existence of
per formant and powerful institutions and
public agencies; good communication bet -
ween members and the overall recognition
of the idea that a cluster-based approach
to development is a systemic one, in which
each stakeholder plays an essential role.
Furthermore, neglecting the key factors

leveraging growth and development of
clusters, ultimately generates stagnation
and decline. Inadequate regulation, high
levels of taxation, weak competition, low
level research institutes and universities, in -
sufficient funding of research and devel-
opment, failure to keep pace with the new
technologies, inability to meet consumer
demands and to seize new market op por -
tunities, inadequate labor market policies,
etc. may all contribute to the collapse and
disappearance of a cluster. Moreover, like
any living organism, clusters appear, devel-
op, grow, mature, regress and die. The du -
ration of each stage varies from case to
case, depending on the intrinsic potential
of the cluster, but also, potential external

factors may exert their influence. The gov -
ernmental agencies should primarily rec-
ognize the exact stage in the life cycle of
the cluster as a fundamental to outline the
appropriate development strategy and fo -
cus on preventing a cluster from attaining
the stage of decline. Research to date dem -
onstrates that cluster development consti-
tutes a time lengthy process, from years to
decades, several clusters being the result
of natural impulses of evolving markets,
without any external assistance. On the
other hand, there are clusters that have
developed faster due to the implementa-
tion of regional policies that favored this
phenomenon.
In the recent economic geography lit-

erature dedicated to clusters, it is debated
the contradiction between globalization,
and alternatively the regional advantage
and the importance of the geographical lo -
cation (Markusen, 1996; Porter, 1998; Mas -
kell, 2001). In time, it has been observed
that economic activity tends to concentrate
in certain locations under various types of
economic agglomerations. However, there
is no single cause which is due the clus-
tering phenomenon, as clusters may be
the result of several combinations of sub-
sequent factors: the existence of a compe -
tent workforce, knowledge dissemination,
specialized suppliers, entrepreneurial ac -
tiv ity, organizational cultures, local de mand
and interdependencies between entities.
A cluster is a by excellence an organized
group of companies, governmental or
non-governmental actors, universities and
research institutes located in proximity that
share productivity benefits derived from
their geographical location and intercon-
nections. Cluster analysis can help to iden -
tify the strengths of a regions and the
chal lenges it faces and to establish realis-
tic ways to shape the economic future of
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a region. Additionally, there are three as -
sump tions on the basis of which the article
further exposes the advantages and lim i -
tations of business clusters are:
•• Clusters come out to be key organiza-
tional units that sustain and increase the
performance of regional economies. The
foundation of a regional economy is rep -
resented rather by a group of clus ters,
instead of a collection of indepen dent
firms. Businesses are agglomerating in a
region where each firm can accumulate
benefits derived from the location in
proximity to other similar companies.
The firms in a cluster have a similar set
of strengths and common needs.

•• The cluster-based strategy is important
because a regional development policy
guided by a group of companies turns

out to be more efficient than relying on
individual or dispersed firms.

•• Thinking in the logic of clusters offers
an important lesson for practice and po -
licy developments because it promotes
a model of doing business that respects
the unique features of a region. Unlike
other situations that imitate development
models, clusters facilitate the transition
from analysis to dialogue between its
members, offer different strategies and
new possibilities to reinvent or create fa -
vorable environments for the emergence
of new clusters.
In order to understand the patterns of

clustering in terms of connections between
firms, researchers have defined various
models illustrating the characteristics of a
region and its logistics chains (Figure 2):

The Advantages of Business Clusters

Figure 2 – Types of economic agglomerations (Source: Malmberg, Sölvell, Zander, 1996)
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In Figure 3 it can be observed that clus -
ter entities are formed by companies op -
erating in the same sector of activity and
in order to become successful they require
a significant degree of innovation, which
in fact represents the main driver of de -
velopment in a company (Porter, 1998).
Among the most common sources that
influence the growing of clusters are spe-
cific issues related to location, business
environment, the long-term impact of the
entrepreneurial decisions taken both by
the public or private sector. A major chal-
lenge to founding a cluster is that from the

beginning of fulfilling these basic condi-
tions until the final consolidation of the
cluster it may last from several years to
decades.

Further in the article, the analysis details
the idea that business clusters are benefi -
cial to regional development, because on
the strength of this configuration, compa-
nies are able to operate activities with a
higher degree of efficiency, research insti -
tutes, and universities can reach a better
level of innovativeness and overall, the en -
trepreneurial activity is stimulated through -
out the region where the cluster is located.

Ana-Maria Raluca Cojocaru, Sorin Ionescu

Figure 3 – The description of market interactions

Advantages of Business Clusters
Despite theoretical and practical ana -

lysis of clusters, yet it has not been defined
a generic model to explain the success or
decline of business clusters, but there are
widely recognized advantages of this phe -
nomena (Porter, 1990; Porter, 1998; Krug -
man, 1991; Baptista and Swann, 1998;

Malmberg and Maskell, 2001; Carlino,
2001; Etzkowitz, 2002; Solvell, 2003): the
advantage of reducing the supply chain
costs through the proximity between cus -
tomers and suppliers, the creation of a
competitive environment that foster inno -
vation, research and development, the be -
nefit of a facilitated access to resources, the
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acceleration of new businesses formation,
the encouragement of entrepreneurial ac -
tivities, transfer of marketing and business
strategy information as well as the emer-
gence of economies of scale and the cre-
ation of a specialized regional workforce.

The localization advantage. The con -
centration of several businesses in a certain
location can determine significant cost re -
ductions for the members of the clusters,
these being known as localization econo -
mies. Potential sources of savings are the
access to specialized inputs and business
services, competent workforce, public in -
frastructure investments directed towards
growth-driven sectors of activity, financial
markets familiar with a specific type of
business within a region and a potential
increase of technology and information
transfers between firms.
Alfred Marshall (1980) makes an obser -

vation on promoting the clustering process:
„When an industry has thus chosen a lo -
cality for itself, it is likely to stay there for
a long time: so great are the advantages
which people following the same skilled
trade get from near neighborhood to one
another. Good work is rightly appreciated;
inventions and improvements in machin-
ery, in processes and the general organi-
zation of the business, have their merits
promptly discussed: if one man starts a
new idea, it is taken up by others and com -
bined with suggestions of their own; and
thus it becomes the source of new ideas”.
Furthermore, a locally accessible labor

market is formed. As the concentration of
a specialized labor force appears due to
the fact that the abilities are improved
within a cluster; further it can attract new
talent to the overall benefit of firms. Firstly,
companies can use the workforce alter-
natively and the geographic concentration

may allow employees to move from one
company to another depending on the
local market demand. Even through this
process can reduce the unemployment
level, the employees may benefit of lower
wages in return of stability of total income
on long and medium term (Diamond and
Simon, 1990; Krugman, 1990). Secondly,
the proximity of similar firms represents an
additional motivation for future employees
to invest in industry specific competencies
because the availability of these skills in
the region will not make an employee de -
pendent on one single job while there are
many potential employers throughout the
area (Rotemberg and Saloner, 2000). Thus,
the external economies result in the cre-
ation of a common labor market where
every economic entity can realize the re -
cruitment process.

The competitive advantage. The clus -
tering phenomenon facilitates the reor-
ganization of businesses, for example, the
transition from the traditional organiza-
tion of large firms engaged in mass pro-
duction to smaller firms oriented towards
niche products. Changes in the structure

The Advantages of Business Clusters
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of businesses are attributed to the grow-
ing competition at the global level and to
the emergence of new production tech-
nologies (e.g. computer-aided manufac-
turing processes); essentially clusters rep-
resent an attractive location for small spe -
cialized, computer-assisted businesses. As
a general conduct, products specialization
and the adoption of new technologies be -
come more prominent and more tangible
among businesses within a cluster no mat -
ter their area of specialization (Figure 2).
The proximity between firms with a certain
degree of specialization and their suppliers
of inputs and products’ markets increase
the frequency with which goods move
along the production chain. Facilitated ac -
cess to products and inputs allows firms to
adapt quickly to a changing environment.
In the case of computer-based technolo-
gies, the spatial concentration of firms leads
to a formation of a skilled workforce in the
determined region.
The competitive advantages of business

clusters to companies located randomly
can be summarized as:
•• reducing transportation time and expen -
diture and the costs of financial trans-
actions;

•• facilitating access to specialized inputs
and the transfer of information;

•• sourcing new technologies and create
structural changes oriented through more
specialization or differentiation;

•• creating a more accessible and better-
qualified labor market;

•• providing economic sustainability due to
the long-term orientation of companies;

•• the organizing joint supply chain that
results in reduced logistics costs and ge -
ographical proximity between custom -
ers and suppliers;

•• accelerating the innovation process and
the entrepreneurial activity, encouraging
cooperation in research and boosting
competition by extending cluster bound -
aries;

•• creating economies of scale.
The presence of a cluster with a certain

industrial specialization in a particular lo -
cation will accelerate entrepreneurship by
lowering the cost of starting a business, will
offer new opportunities for innovation and
will facilitate the access to a diverse range
of inputs and complementary products
(Porter, 1998; Feldman, 2005; Glaeser, Kerr,
2009) also it will provide economic ben-
efits for the organizations within a cluster:
•• companies operate with a greater effi-
ciency given the access to specialized
assets and suppliers who fulfill their con -
tractual terms more effectively as if the
companies were isolated;

•• companies and research institutes can
achieve higher levels of innovation and
dissemination of knowledge; interac-
tions with customers and neighboring
companies are rising several new ideas
as well the innovation process creates
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competitive pressure so the degree of
new business formation tends to be ac -
celerated within clusters;

•• by retaining and even expanding busi-
ness clusters may result in a significant
number of jobs, particularly for residents
of the region where they are located.

The connections advantage. The pro -
cess of networking evolves as the coop-
eration between companies in order to
derive benefits from their complementar-
ities, to explore new markets or to inte-
grate activities with the aim to attract re -
sources or know-how (Figure 4). Such co -
operation occurs naturally within business
clusters. Studies on the interconnections
within the business sector highlight that

network firms have many advantages de -
rived from cooperation with actors of the
same category. It is more likely that com-
panies will collaborate within a network
in order to exchange marketing informa-
tion, develop new products and contribute
to technological development than com-
panies that are not part of a network. Firms
within a network report that their compe -
titiveness and profitability is driven by co -
operation and partnership between com-
panies. A higher degree of cooperation bet -
ween cluster’s members increase the trust
between firms and their proximity facili-
tates communication, as it is known; noth -
ing causes the innovation process to be
more efficient than the proximity of com-
petition.

The Advantages of Business Clusters

Figure 4 – Interdependent links between clusters and the external environment
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The proximity of companies in the same
industry allow the exchange of knowledge
and ideas through direct contact and free
movement of labor, MAR dissemination
(Marshall-Arrow-Romer); it also imposes a
high pace of innovation and greater prod -
uctivity (Baptista and Swann, 1998). This
advantage is determined by the existence
of a homogenous environment in terms
of knowledge, proximity to other similar
companies and direct contact with people
in the same sector and risks reduction im -
pact on the innovation process through
informal transfer of information between
partners, companies and their customers
or between firms and research institutes
(Malmberg, Solvell, Zander, 1996).
The mechanism of clustering provides

a better guarantee for attracting resources.
The concentration of development efforts
enables regions to use economic resour -
ces more effectively. Accordingly, a clus-
ter-type entity enables the regions to con -
centrate their resources on the processes
of recruitment, retention, and expansion or
development programs dedicated to emer -
gent businesses more than to provide tem -
porary support to various types of business.
The structuring process dedicated to de -

velopment enables a clearer identification
of the business needs of specific industries
and allows investment in fewer develop-
ment programs, but of a higher quality.

Also, due to the interconnections between
the firms of a cluster and the specific sup -
port programs, there might appear a mul-
tiplier effect for the region’s economy. Total
earnings from employment, recruitment or
retention of cluster members will exceed
those of associated companies of similar
size that are not part of a cluster.

Limitations of Business Clusters
The potential benefits associated with

business clusters represent leading steps
to elaborate a regional development strat -
egy based on clusters. The main challenge
inherent in pursuing such a path is repre -
sented by the degree of the strategy’s suc -
cess that usually happens to be of a lower
occurrence across many regions. Thus,
some difficulties that a cluster may encoun -
ter on the way of its development are to:
•• demonstrate concrete results in terms of
intangible assets such as know-how, in -
novation and creativity, governance and
efficient management;

•• ensure long-term sustainability;
•• create specialized institutions and social
capital.
The cluster can also be a tool for better

understanding on how to do business, to
shape and implement policies in order to
stimulate competitiveness, but there are
some limitations of clusters such as the ge -
ographical and technological gaps between
companies or the degree of specialization
of cluster’s members.

Business clusters can be difficult to
set up due to the fact that regions may
have difficulties in choosing the win-
ners. A precondition for the development
of a regional cluster is to identify the com -
petitive advantages figuring out the existent
local labor skills, unique regional char ac -
teristics, accessibility, and quality of public
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and private infrastructure and proximity
to the markets of inputs and products.
Clustering efforts must first be oriented to -
wards services and infrastructure required
by businesses in order to remain compet-
itive on the long run. Therefore, the con-
cept of founding a program dedicated to
business clusters requires extensive study
of the region’s potential and of the eco-
nomic processes that take place locally.
Many scientists are skeptical about the

fact that a respective public environment
will identify specific regional competitive
advantages, select efficient companies, in -
dustries or design programs to support spe -
cific sectors. Regional competitive advan-
tage can change over time as a result of new
emerging technologies, trends or institu-
tions, but the state or local authorities re -
sponsible for development might be late
with analyzing the economic phenomena
at a regional, national or international level
as to determine the regional competitive
advantage. Also, selecting the specific tar -
gets of business clusters is problematic be -
cause predictions about growth opportu-
nities are inefficient; growth projections
change over time in response to market
changes and individual firms may face
em ployment and sales trends opposite to
those in a specific industrial sector; in
which one cluster may evolve.

Business clusters can be difficult to
set up due to the fact that latest en -
trants may be uncompetitive. The be -
nefits to which some of the cluster mem-
bers have access are providing a distinct
competitive advantage already formed
compared to entities that are entering
lately onto the market. Already estab-
lished clusters benefit of facilities such as
cost reductions, specialized infrastructure,
institutional support, developed networks

for collaboration that are not available to
clusters of small start-ups or new entrants.
The concerns are related to the fact that
it might not be possible for latecomers
on the market to overcome the disadvan-
tages inherent in the existing clusters. The
consensus reached by the researchers is
positive but in special circumstances. The
new clusters can compete with the existing
business concentrations, if starting posi-
tions would not be too unequal, individ-
uals and firms can relocate quickly thus
localization economies can emerge prop-
erly. However, in the absence of these fa -
vorable circumstances, the disadvantages
encountered by the latecomers on the mar -
ket can create significant public expendi-
ture.

Business clusters can be difficult to
set up due to the obstacles in setting
up support institutions. The research
literature in the field of business clusters
is consistent regarding its description on

The Advantages of Business Clusters
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the regional institutional framework and
the necessary support to form clusters. It is
recommended that changes in the politi-
cal, social and economic conditions result
in boosting and encouraging the collective
action. Thus, competition between compa -
nies is discouraged because these rivalries
impede networking and the collective shar -
ing of services such as training programs
for the labor force, information exchange,
development and technology transfer or
ideas related to developing new products,
which are by default defining a business
cluster. The formation of a new cluster usu -
ally encounters resistance to change from
regional institutions or the cooperation
strat egy may be limited by incomplete in -
formation and opportunistic behavior.

Business clusters can be difficult to
set up due to the local community’s
and authority’s tendency towards tra -
ditional business development. There
is a tendency to oversimplify the defini-
tion of „cluster” to where clusters are a
commonality (Rosenfeld, 2005). This triv-
ializes the concept, dilutes its real poten-
tial as an instrument of economic develop -
ment policy, and opens it to criticism. It is
especially the case of local officials, de -
velopers and the community that prefer
to support traditional development paths
because they are familiar and well under-
stood. Thus, an education effort may be
necessary to help these resistance groups
to understand the aims and the advantages
of cluster development.
Clusters exemplify a tool for better un -

derstanding the comparative strengths of an
economy so the public sector can steadily
organize itself to build on those strengths
and help companies take better advantage
of them. Part of the loss of clarity in de -
fining the term „cluster” is mainly due to

resistance upon the renewal of the indus-
trial policy. As a result, regions tend to
explore and set a cluster agenda so that
no major employer is excluded, but this
kind of policy undermines the efforts to
support regional specialization and brand -
ing and tends to shift cluster initiatives to -
wards meeting basic, more general needs
such as education, infrastructure, and cap -
ital.

Conclusions
In respect to form a better view on

business clusters the article emphasizes on
the three main characteristics: increased
productivity – the access to information
and specialized inputs and the possibility
of close cooperation with business part-
ners; a higher degree of innovation – the
possibility of joint research and the exis-
tence of constructive internal competition;
the encouragement to create new compa -
nies – the formation of niche sectors and
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stretching the boundaries of the cluster.
In addition to these, there are advantages
such as: adapting to change and to the
dynamics of the labor market and attract

foreign investment due to a higher degree
of credibility. In conclusion, given the fact
that cluster members are interdependent,
the good performance of one of them can
boost the success of others. As a result of
present research concerning the limitations
of business clusters; this issue refers to a
consensus in order to promote regional
development that can take place only when
the total returns are expected to be sig-
nificant, the distribution of benefits and
costs will be clear and when the commu-
nity will eventually agree to support its
weakest market players.
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„There is 
only one boss. 

The customer. And 
he can fire everybody 
in the company from the
chairman on down, 
simply by spending his
money somewhere else.”

Sam Walton
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Ab
st
ra

ct An effective analysis of major phenomena within the global economy requires a thor-
oughly identification and comprehension of long-term effects such as globalization,
unbalanced usage of natural resources, and the increased need for innovating and
designing sustainable economic and businesses systems. The paper aims to investigate
the highly dynamic industry of cosmetic and personal care products as being the sector
responsible for the economic growth of European Union market. The analysis targets
those processes responsible for developing the cosmetic industry and takes a process view
for integrating the structure of cosmetic sector described by NACE nomenclature with
the envisaged processes. The results revealed the tendency and key factors of the cosmetic
and personal care industry and proposed a conceptual model describing the research
and development, manufacturing and distribution processes embedded in the main
hierarchical level of cosmetic products typology, based on NACE framework: sections,
divisions, groups and classes.

Keywords: competitiveness, innovation, cosmetic industry, processes

Introduction
Innovation and research (R&D) en deav -

ors are viewed as key drivers with signifi -
cant impact on price-based competitive-
ness, leading to increased demand for
products and services. They facilitate the
long-term growth potential by adapting
to the new technologies that increase the
efficiency of businesses through combin-
ing production factors.

From this perspective, the European
Com mission is focusing on harnessing the
potential of research and innovation to
generate growth for the Member States,
by defining the Europe 2020 strategy for

„An hour saved at
the non-bottleneck is

a mirage.”
Eliyahu Goldratt
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smart, sustainable and inclusive growth
with related target indicators by prioritiz-
ing the growth-enhancing expenditure in
business research and innovation.

Production, prosperity and economic
growth are directly linked to the invest-
ment’s shares from GDP (Gross Domestic
Product) of each member state, thus cre-
ating significant differences and reflecting
the internationalization strategies of com-
panies and the capacity of regions to at tract
and retain multinational organizations.

An investment of 3% of GDP in research
and development activities for both public
and private sectors is the performance tar -
get of the European Union, which has es -
tablished the political framework for ena -
bling businesses growth and the mecha-
nisms for facilitating the flows of different
forms of funding, aiming at supporting the
innovation and labour productivity (EC
2010).

In this context settled by innovation and
competitiveness forces, one of the highly
dynamic and innovative sectors is repre-
sented by the cosmetics and personal care
industry, responsible for Europe’s EUR 70
billion (excluding exports) cosmetics, toi-
letry and perfumes industry since 1962.
Moreover, as the Personal Care Association
argued, the cosmetics and personal care
industry is an essential industry for the im -
provement of the quality of life, having a
high responsibility for customers’ health
and wellbeing, and to the environment
(www.cosmeticseurope.eu).

Research Approach
According to the „European competi -

tive ness report 2014”, during the last de -
cade, the expenditure in research and
development has increased slightly faster
than the GDP, creating a gradual increase
in R&D expenditure to just above 2% of

GDP, but still far from the 3% target (EC
2014). However, the largest share of R&D
investments from the Gross Domestic
Product (GDP) was made outside the EU:
in the United States and Canada (8.4%),
followed by China (4.3 %), India (1.9%),
other European countries (1.6%) and Japan
(1.2%) (EC 2014).

Interestingly, the Joint Research Center
(JRC) EC and the Directorate General for
Research and Innovation from the EC, in
the report entitled „The 2013 EU Survey
on Industrial R&D Investments Trends”
revealed the research results of 1000 EU
based companies and pointed out that the
sectors with high yearly R&D investment
have decreased compared to previous stu -
dies, as follows: software and computer ser -
vices (6%), pharmaceutical and bio tech nol -
ogy (4%), health care equipment and ser -
vices (3%). For the medium R&D in vest ing
intensity sector, the electronic and elec tri -
cal equipment has 9%, industrial en gi neer -
ing 5.5%, and chemicals 4.55% (EC 2013).

For some sectors, „The 2014 EU Survey
on Industrial R&D Investments Trends”
pointed out that the expected R&D invest -
ment changes have increased compared to
previous surveys: electronic & electrical
equipment (9% p.a. over the next three
years), general industrials (7%), construc-
tion & materials (7%), pharmaceuticals & bi -
otechnology (4%), and technology hard ware
& equipment (4%) (EC 2014, JRC.IPTS).

The Analysis of the Cosmetic Industry Based on Processes
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As for the cosmetic and personal care in -
dustry, the world’s largest exporter of cos -
metic products in terms of Market Retail
Sales Prices (RSP) billions of euros (bn. s)
is Europe, counting for 69 bn. s and rep-
resenting one-third of the global market,
followed by the USA with 47 bn. s, China
with 29 bn. s, and Japan with 18 bn. s. As
appearances and the improved self-esteem
are considered key factors in obtaining suc -
cess in life, the same source highlighted
the dynamic characteristic of the industry

emerged from the changing customer ex -
pectations for quality, health and well-being
(COLIPA 2013).

According to Eurostat, for 2014 year, the
Romanian industry of cosmetic and per-
sonal care products was ranked seven-
teenth among the 28 EU countries with a
market volume (Retail Sales Price – RSP)
of 278 million Euros, followed by Greece
with 185 million Euros, Portugal with 185
million Euros and Bulgaria with 101 mil-
lion Euros (Figure 1):

Bogdan Fleaca

)

Figure 1 – The market share for cosmetic and personal care sector, EU level.
(Source: http://appsso.eurostat.ec.europa.eu)
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Looking at the market tendencies and
the cross-country comparisons, it is difficult
to explain the differences in market vol-
ume of the cosmetic and personal care
sec tor, as there are numerous significant
factors that influence the consumption pat -
tern for cosmetic products, such as the cli -
mate changes, people’s skin characteristics
and so on. Undoubtedly, the share of R&D
expenditure coupled with the high rate of
innovation emerged from the development
of new and improved pharmaceutical in -
gredients, the new technologies and also
the differentiated products and services
can be considered responsible for these
significant differences between the cosme -
tics market shares of the EU countries.

Thereby, the scope of this research fo -
cused on analyzing the processes re spon -
sible for the dynamic characteristics of
the cosmetic and personal care industry,
referred to as research and development

processes, manufacturing and distribution
processes.

Research Results
According to the scholars, the modern

customers are highly concerned about ac -
quiring and using „green” products, they
are willing to maintain their health and
well-being, and to be informed about im -
proved products which can better satisfy
their needs (Denis, 2015).

The generic processes responsible for
satisfying the customers’ expectations with
respect to quality, health and well-being
are embedded in the whole industry value
chain, starting with the production domain,
which covers research and development
processes and the manufacturing process-
es, followed by marketing and sales do -
main, which encompasses wholesale and
retail trades’ processes (Figure 2):

The Analysis of the Cosmetic Industry Based on Processes

Figure 2 – Key processes embedded in the cosmetic and personal care industry
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The first leading factor – the production
domain – with the related R&D and man-
ufacturing processes aims at designing safe
cosmetic products with new formulas di -
rectly linked to customers’ needs and
beau ty expectations. The latest studies have
revealed that the most competitive cos-
metic sectors bound by consumers’ beau-
ty desires are the skin care and body care
products, each of them representing about
25% of the overall market in EU, and the
per fumes products with 15% (COLIPA,
2012).

Skin care products such as lotions, mois -
tur iz ers, facial masks, eye creams, hydrating
and anti-ageing creams are focusing on
skin maintenance. Hair care products like
shampoos, hair colorants, hair sprays, lo -
tions and anti-dandruff shampoos improve
personal hygiene and enable self-expres-
sion. Body care products such as soaps,
an tiperspirants, deodorants, body washes
and lotions, shower gels target the body
comfort and hygiene. The perfumes prod -
ucts are stimulating personal well-being,

influencing people emotions and inspir-
ing human creativity (COLIPA, 2012).

Worthy to mention, the research and de -
velopment processes are directly linked
to the cosmetic market tendencies such
as: a) the growth of the natural cosmetic
products sector; b) the increased demand
for multi-functional cosmetic products, as
the consumers favor high-tech innovative
components with clear benefits in anti-ag -
ing; c) the expansion of innovative cos-
metic products designed specifically to men
(Rossi, 2007).

The manufacturing processes have to
cope with significant challenges that im -
pact the structure and competitive patterns
of the market, such as investment costs,
economies of scales, and regulatory bur-
dens. At the European level, the invest-
ment costs in land, facilities and labor are
cheaper, but the cost of doing business is
significantly increased by the regulatory
framework burdens. The economies of
scales enable companies to increase the
scale of operation with the aid of a high
level of specialization and also by purchas -
ing materials in bulk quantities through
long-term contracts. Finally, the regulatory
burdens have huge importance in the man -
u fac tur ing sector, since it uses a wide range
of chemical ingredients (Rossi, 2007).

The second leading factor – the mar-
keting and sales domain – is covering two
key categories: marketing and sales pro ces -
ses, and distribution processes for whole -
sale and retail sales. The marketing proces -
ses are in charge of collecting, analyzing
and understanding the cosmetic consumers’
expectations and also to lure them with
innovative cosmetic products and offers.

The distribution processes for wholesale
and retail are responsible for ensuring
prod ucts’ availability to the end consum -
ers, at a fair price. As this sector is one of

Bogdan Fleaca
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the industrial activities affected by counter -
feiting, which may increase risks to hu man
health, the EC regulation no. 1223/2009
of the European Parliament and of the
Coun cil has imposed clear and detailed
rules to ensure traceability of cosmetic
prod ucts throughout the whole supply
chain, making market surveillance simpler
and more efficient. Thereby, the whole-
salers and retailers of cosmetic products
have clear roles and responsibilities relat-
ed to: i) storage and transport conditions
compliant with the requirements of the
regulations; ii) providing labelling infor-
mation for cosmetic products in relation to
applicable requirements; and iii) ensur ing
accurate and exhaustively information to
the end user about the content, risks, and
re lated effects (EU Regulation no. 1223/
2009).

Under these circumstances, analyzing
the pattern of key processes related to the
most competitive cosmetic sector such as
skin care, body care and perfumes requires
taking into consideration the European
framework for collecting and presenting
statistical data produced in different statis -
tics domains, at various level of aggregation.

The statistical classification of economic
activities in the European Community
(NACE rev.2) takes advantage of the hier-
archical structure and aggregates the ac -
tiv ities based on the following cycle: inputs
of resources – the production process –
outputs of products (goods and services)
(Eurostat Methodologies and Working pa -
pers, NACE Rev. 2).

As the boundaries of the research are
limited to the cosmetic sector, the author
collected and organized data which are
highly relevant for selected cosmetic prod -
ucts such as skin care, body care and per -
fumes (Figure 3). In this regard, the NACE
rev. 2 framework enables to pinpoint the
most relevant two sections for the cos-
metic sector as referred to as section C.
Manufacturing and section G. Wholesale
and retail trade. The analysis goes through
the second level of detail and brings the
two-digit numerical code of the division
that displays the main activities from each
division as: i) for section C: division 20.
Chemicals products; ii) for section G: di -
vision 46. Wholesale trade services and 47.
Retail trade services (Eurostat Meth o dol -
ogies and Working papers, NACE Rev.2).

The Analysis of the Cosmetic Industry Based on Processes
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Moreover, considering the characteris-
tics of the cosmetic products sector, the
uses of these products and the inputs, the
process and the technology of production,
it can be delineated the most relevant prod -
uct groups for each related divisions (e.g.
Group 20.5/ 20.4; 46.7/ 47.1/ 47.7). Also,
the refined analysis emphasizes the rele-
vant classes which group together activities
when they share a common process for
producing goods or services using similar
technologies (e.g. class 20.53/ 20.42; 46.45/
47.11/ 47.19/ 47.75) (Eurostat, 2009).

Taking into consideration the dynamic
characteristics of the cosmetic and per-
sonal care sector that calls for a thorough

concern for a responsible use of resour ces
in the whole value chain, from raw mate-
rials to after-sales services, the author pro -
posed a model that links key processes
from the studied industry to related cos-
metic products embedded in the hierar-
chical structure of NACE nomenclature (Fi -
gure 4). As the figure suggests, research
and development processes, which are re -
spon sible for bringing innovative and safe
products to the market, are covering all
chemical products as input basis for man -
ufacturing cosmetic products. Man u fac tu -
ring processes are integrating the group
of soap and detergents, cleaning and po -
lishing preparation, perfumes and toilet

Bogdan Fleaca
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Figure 3 – The blueprint of cosmetic products classification (according to NACE rev 2.)
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preparations, and also the group of other
chemical products. In terms of marketing
and sales domain, the wholesale trade pro -
cesses have a distribution purpose and aim
at ensuring the availability of the household
goods as perfumes and cosmetics on the
market. The retail trade processes take the
outputs of the previous processes and

ensure a timely and wide distribution of
cosmetics products on the market for
consumption or end use. Therefore, the
relevant categories are retail sales in spe-
cialized and non-specialized stores. These
are the key actors for distributing the cos -
metic products at a fair price to the end
users.

The Analysis of the Cosmetic Industry Based on Processes

Figure 4 – The key processes and related NACE rev. 2 cosmetic products 
classification framework

Conclusions
The pressure on the rational use of re -

sources and the aging population are mov -
ing toward creating long-term challenges
for the world economy, especially for cos -
metic and personal care industry which is
coping with a high demand for innova-
tion and tailor-made solutions needed for

nurturing the consumers’ well-being and
self-esteem.

Thereby, the paper has focused on an a -
lyzing the patterns of cosmetic and person-
al care industry by highlighting the major
processes responsible for the coherent
func tioning: research and development,
manufacturing and distribution. Also, by
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aggregating various levels of data from
NACE framework and by capitalizing the
input – process – output cycle, it has been
proposed the conceptual model for cap-
turing the relationships between the re -

search and development, manufacturing
and distribution processes embedded in
the main hierarchical level of cosmetic
prod ucts typology.

Bogdan Fleaca
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Crises and disasters occur all over the world with the highest impact on the most
vulnerable groups in society. Generating a trusted status of information out of a
multitude of reliable and relevant data about a critical situation is a priority for
effective and coordinated disaster management and relief measures delivered by
governmental organizations (GOs) and non-governmental organizations (NGOs).
Data gathering, processing, information visualization (internal as well as external)
and dissemination for decision support and mitigation is performed via a number
of different channels. The QuOIMA-project, funded by the Austrian Security
Research Program KIRAS, focused on the various possibilities to use publicly
available, open source data generated 
in the sphere of traditional (online 
distributed) and social media.

Keywords: disaster management, wisdom
of crowds, multiplier agents,
social media, communication
flows, resilience enhancement

Introduction
Crises and disasters are constantly cov -

ered and accompanied by today’s media.
While traditional media have a long his-
tory of covering disasters and crises, recent
examples of natural as well as man-made
disasters show that social media provide
useful, effective, additional and comple-
mentary information and can help im prove

„Almost all quality
improvement comes via
simplification of design,
manufacturing, layout,

processes, 
and procedures.”

Tom Peters
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situational awareness. Social media interact
with traditional media in various ways –
providing different and sometimes unfil-
tered angles, sparking off initial coverage
of the event, or amplifying information. To -
gether they produce a wide spectrum of
data about an event. As helpful as all of this
raw data may be, it usually comes in va -
ri ous formats from multiple media sources,
in different languages and levels of relia-
bility, and is generally unstructured, in ho -
mogeneous, and rarely specified in terms
of the location.

To meet the challenges of using such
data, the KIRAS (Austrian National Se cu -
rity Research Program) project QuOIMA

aimed at developing a cross-media content
analysis framework and at extending exist -
ing technologies to improve the situational
awareness of decision makers as shown
in Figure 1. QuOIMA acronym stands for
In tegrated Open Source Multimedia Anal -
y sis (German: Quelloffene integrierte Mul -
timedia Analyse). The cross-media, multi-
media and multilingual approach adopted
by QuOIMA were expected to identify risk
indicators and factors for efficient crisis and
disaster management, as well as the early
detection of emerging threats and trends.
Models for the improvement of situational
awareness were developed and can con-
tribute to faster reaction times.

Karin Rainer, Ines Levy, Georg Neubauer, Georg Thallinger, Markus Glanzer

Figure 1 – Systemic overview of the sources and information flows of the QuOIMA project

The QuOIMA Project
From a technical viewpoint, QuOIMA is

based on the SAIL LABS Media Mining Sys -
tem for open source information (OSINF)
and on the insights gained from a previous
KIRAS project (MDL). Strategically, QuOIMA
is based on a five-stage disaster manage-
ment model developed by the Austrian Na -
tional Defense Academy (Backfried et al.,

2013). These technical and strategic foun -
dations form a powerful basis for improv-
ing situational awareness during natural
disasters.

The investigation and development of
such methods consequently formed core
activities within QuOIMA. Components for
the analysis and selection of quality-as sured
scenarios for the deployment of the de vel -
oped technologies, as well as additional
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requirements posed by crisis communica -
tion within the context of enhanced early
warning and resilience, were further areas
of activity. The comprehensive, cross-me -
dia, multimedia and multilingual approach
represented a unique and innovative re -
search for crisis and disaster management.
Research on sociological and legal aspects
complemented and extended these activ-
ities.

Specifically, the vital factor of directly
and indirectly concerned persons’ trust to -
wards official disaster management organ -
izations and their activities during crisis
situations are tightly connected with the
ap propriate channels and types of data
and information distribution and thus the
acceptance of communication and com-
pliance to necessary measures (Siegrist et
al., 2014). Taking into account the com-
plex interactions and interdependencies
in dynamic crisis scenarios, trust and its
related phenomena and effects can only
be defined as a continuum created over
a long period of reliable information ex -
change and interaction between official
disaster management organizations.

Long-term reliability as an objective cri -
te rion of information and the consistent
external and internal appearance of disas-
ter management organizations can be seen
as a prerequisite for the development of
trust. Even if there might be relevant and
significant cross-cultural differences, the
building of high-reliability organizations
(Horsley, 2012) and the benefits for reli-
able internal and external information and
knowledge development for effective di -
sas ter response has to be developed timely
and continuously.

Subsequent to the elaborated impor-
tance of intra-organizational developments
in order to grant reliable information and
knowledge management, interoperating
components of a disaster response system,
like the interaction with a potentially af -
fect ed community, have to be taken into
account. Specifically, the vital but often
non-reflected issue of facilitating and pro -
moting the social model of „trust” (Misztal,
1996; Siegrist et al., 2007) and thus repre-
senting the capacity to fulfil specific ex -
pectations, stands for disaster response or -
ganizations in a reciprocal relationship with
reliable external information management
and the authentic, ongoing interaction of
organization and public.

In the wake of the QuOIMA-project,
the question of trust in the community was
researched more thoroughly via a re strict -
ed survey among the Facebook commu-
nity to stand as a qualitative example for
the views and expectations of the citizens
regarding information gathering in crises.
As Figure 2 shows, the matter of trust con -
cerns not only directly affected citizens.
The organizational sphere has to deal with
information and has to verify them also.
Thus, the importance of trusted data and
the verification of information respectively,
is a core task. The study „Trust in social

Transferring Data in Disaster Management
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media in case of crisis and disaster” was
dedicated to the point of view of the pub-
lic recipients regarding trust in traditional
versus social media. The study was carried
out in the autumn of 2014 and included
a panel of several selected online commu-
nities, from which 90 persons responded.
It was an addition to the initial QuOIMA-
project plan, due to the constantly men-
tioned question of trust in workshops and
expert interviews.

One output of the study was that tradi -
tional media are used more often than so -
cial media for the purpose of information
gathering. Traditional media are also clas -
sified as more reliable than social me dia.
On the other hand, social media are used
with a much higher frequency. The study
also shows the varied possibilities of using

social media in the context of crisis and
disaster management (Levy, 2015). In the
case of disaster response organizations,
this issue seems even more crucial as the
effective facilitation of relief, and support
measures strongly rely not only on timely,
but also on target group orientated com-
munication as Reynolds et al. (2005) sum -
marize for the health sector. Taking into
account the above-mentioned inputs, in -
ternal processes of information and knowl -
edge development measures, the prereq-
uisites for the development of an external -
ization of effective procedures can be sup -
ported. Several factors seem to be of im -
portance for this transportation and trans -
for mation of reliable information and con -
tinuous interaction to create framework pa -
ram eters enabling trust in the community:
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Figure 2 – Communication and decision support model of QuOIMA



Using the virtual observation sphere
where online communication and infor-
mation acts of the community via social
media or by professional media organiza -
tions as an arbitrary starting point, the
col lectivity of manifestations undergoes a
pre-set filter process. In an initial setting,
the filters need to be tailored to the par-
ticular organization. In a running cycle, it
can be adapted to the current necessities
and requirements of the setting, event or
organization status. The filter settings can
have different qualities and quantitative
thresholds and refer to technical, as well
as topic or source related factors. Even re -
liability parameters can be taken into ac -
count, given that the required framework
parameters can be provided to the filter
layer.

Open Questions
After the successful completion of the

life-cycle of QuOIMA, the post-project eval -
u ation identified several important research
questions and gaps that had to stay un -
answered due to the specific focus and
lim ited resources. Although there are sev -
eral good practice examples like Ushahidi
(http://www.ushahidi.com/) or the relief
web (http://reliefweb.int/), the use of so -
cial media and open source data for situ-
ation awareness and disaster management
actions is still not widely spread and is at
the beginning of a strategic use. From the
experience of the QuOIMA project, one
of the first questions that arise regarding
the sensible use of this data source in a
small country e.g. like Austria, is how to get
a sensible amount of relevant data con tain -
ing reliable location information. And above
all, how can open source data le gal ly be
localized and positioned to contri bute to
timely situation awareness drafting.

The QuOIMA-team collected data dur-
ing the flood in spring 2013 that severely
affected several states in central Europe
(Backfried et al., 2014). Besides the infor-
mation in the traditional media, altogether
approx. 470.000 tweets, 9.800 posts or com -
ments on Facebook in connection with the
flood have been observed. Only a limited
number of messages contained location
in formation; either explicitly stating the lo -
cation or embedded as metadata of the
mes sage. E.g. for Salzburg, 1.062 messages
in total could be attributed to the city, as
the city’s name was stated explicitly in the
message. Also, images contained in or ref -
erenced by social media messages were not
as frequent as expected. From the 470.000
tweets, only 4.998 (1.1%) contained links
to images or videos. The hope that several
users post images depicting the same spot
did not hold under these circumstances;
that would have been useful in order to
confirm the trustworthiness of information
gained from the images. Also, those images
tended to cover the more important geo-
graphic locations (e.g.; severely affected,
the focus of rescue activities locations).

Transferring Data in Disaster Management
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The team concluded that messages refer-
encing images or videos have a higher
probability of containing location infor -
ma tion, in a percentage of approx. 33%.
Al though the information could be quite

coarse, e.g. „Deutschland” („Germany”) or
„Bayern” („Bavaria”), the majority of lo ca -
tion specifications were on the town level
(Figure 3):
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Figure 3 – Level of location information in social messages 
containing links to images or videos

In addition to the obvious challenges in
using open source and public social media
data, these media communities have a high
participatory potential (Bertot et al., 2010).
The threshold for contact and cooperation
is very low for technically equipped and
enabled citizens and innovative services
aim to interaction with the communicating
parties. Thus, it becomes possible to make
appointments for supportive actions or to
help each other in the case of contingency
(Gao et al., 2010). Institutionalized exam-
ples for this potential will be shown in
sec tion three with regards to the project
RE-ACTA.

Another challenge that became obvious
as a consequence of the missing quantity
of the data is how to grant a certain level
of quality of the data in terms of reliability
and trustworthiness. Those two parameters
are a core topic from the point of view of
the emergency management and the in -
volved persons as well (Merchant et al.,

2011). Without the possibility to verify in -
puts via additional sources e.g. due to the
lack of different sources – as shown a bove
– it becomes increasingly important to find
additional forms granting the trustworthi-
ness of sources and data.

In the course of the QuOIMA-project,
algorithms were investigated and imple -
ment ed to allow the comparison of video
and image data from different open sour -
ces to give more information about the
trustworthiness and validity of the digital
data. In addition to this technological ap -
proach, other possible ways of securing
data reliability, quality, and quantity can
be found and will be discussed in the next
section.

Last but not least, it became obvious
that as shown in Figure 2, data manage-
ment can never be a one-way road and
has to be seen and handled as an inter-
active system. Thus, the challenge became
obvious, as how to activate a broad basis



of the community in prevention and re -
lief – also taking into account the still ex -
isting digital divide.

Wisdom of Crowds
The International Red Cross declared

in 2012 the urgent need to strengthen the
resilience of the population. For instance,
in Austria, the National Crisis and Disaster
Management is based on the principles of
self-protection on local areas and subsid -
i arity on higher levels of public authorities
(Jachs, 2011). One of the pillars of the Aus -
trian emergency response system is strong
volunteer organizations. This strong level
of voluntarism has to be both ensured as
well as enhanced. Taking into account the
multiple societal changes taking place now -
adays such as the focusing on an individ -
u alistic lifestyle, new types of voluntary
en gagement have to be promoted. In this
light, the RE-ACTA project has been set up
(Neubauer et al., 2013). RE-ACTA aims at
systematically tasking the crowd, specifi-
cally the members of the Team Austria of
the Austrian Red Cross.

Through the RE-ACTA project, new
work flows for volunteer communication
and coordination via mobile phones were
implemented. RE-ACTA integrates a mul-
titude of basic processes such as commu-
nity building, registration of volunteers, as
well as data maintenance (Sebald et al.,
2014). More specifically, a task manager
can launch tasks for the crowds, encom-
passing the definition of tasks, selection of
volunteers to be addressed in a specific
crisis or disaster, as well as the distribution
of the task. The volunteers are supported
in their task execution by a specifically de -
signed user interface. For compensation,
they receive specifically designed infor -
ma tion and individual guidance. For crisis
man agers, analyzes based on the volun-
teers’ reports are provided, strengthening
their operational picture.

An even more concentrated approach,
focussing on the questions and challenges
presented before in regard to an enhanced
situation awareness by on site persons, ad -
ding up to current open source information
from the social media, was initially created
and formulated by AEI (The Agency for
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European Integration and Economic De -
vel opment), AIT (The Austrian Institute of
Technology) and the Austrian Red Cross
(ÖRK). With the aim of surveying the po -
ten tial of multiplying agents to enhance the
resilience in Austria, a plan for the analysis,
suggestions and tools for a low-threshold
implementation and integration with in ter -
mediary mediators in selected settings was
set up under the name of MultiRes, and
pro posed for funding to the Austrian fund -
ing program KIRAS.

The initial situation identified in Aus tria
via the outcomes of several pertinent pro -
jects of the working group showed sev-
eral challenges and imminent problems in
the broad field of preparedness and re sil -
i ence of the population. For the popula-
tion in Austria is evident a low hazard and
risk awareness, especially regarding pos-
sible complex emergencies, crises and di -
sasters. Prevention providers such as civil
protection organizations, the Red Cross
and other actors who are responsible for
preparing the population for possible in -
cidents, state that the knowledge and the
necessary willingness for preventive mea -
sures and self-efficacy are poorly an chor ed.
In an Austria-wide survey, the Civil Pro tec -
tion Association found a high level of trust
in the emergency services and an equal
lack of self-reliability regarding prepared-
ness and prevention actions among the
pop ulation (ÖZSV, 2007). This situation
par ticularly manifests in urban areas by in -
sufficient food and drinking water storage
or exclusive reliance on public networks
for heating and energy supply.

Research studies confirm that in Aus -
tria – and thus potentially in most compa -
rable countries in Europe – the effect of
depth and integration of existing, „classical”
prevention communication in the every-
day reality of the life of the population is

insufficient (Kirchner, 2011). The resources
devoted to raising awareness such as bro -
chures, online media or event concepts
reach only a small part of the population
and mostly on a superficial level. On the
other hand, there is also only scarce knowl -
edge about the possibilities of involvement
and low-threshold offers of commitment
and contribution to disaster prevention and
management.

An improved awareness and knowledge
of threats and possible self-efficacious mea -
sures are the first essential elements for in -
creased resilience of the population. These
factors could improve significantly the ef -
ficiency of future measures to protect the
population (e.g. the introduction of new
alarm concepts), and the wider coopera-
tion of authorities, emergency services and
the citizens. This cooperation could then
contribute to specific coordinated and time -
ly enacted activities – as shown by the ex -
ample of RE-ACTA – as well as to a chain
of reliable information gathering pro ces -
ses like the approach presented below.
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The MultiRes-approach focuses on the
possibility of implementing and enabling
reliable persons, so-called multiplier agents,
who successfully communicate in various
domains of their usual everyday life, e.g.
recipients in leisure clubs, members’ sports
clubs and other interest groups. They can
be integrated into a broader understanding
of Disaster Risk Management (DRM) to pro -
vide specific content for awareness-rising
regarding risks and appropriate preventive
provisions. In addition to the traditional
top-down communication strategies of pre -
vention providers, complementary chan-
nels on a subjective level with a personal
connection between the prevention con-
tent and the respective addressees of the
information can be installed. This personal
level of involvement and attachment can
support the depth of anchorage of the in -
formation.

On the other hand, the hypothesis of the
MultiRes-approach includes the possi bil ity
of garnering the necessary, reliable addi-
tional onsite information. Targeted requests

for specific data via this trusted, pre-regis -
tered channel of the multiplier agents aim
at enhancing the situation awareness of
command and control centers in the case
of emergencies. Multiplier agents are sup -
posed to be able to easily activate their re -
spective group members and thus to fill
the information gap regarding location,
reliability and trusted sources.

Adding up to tackling the mentioned
challenges of currently available open
source (social) media data, this approach
can also be used to bridge the digital gap
as well as build up trust from sides of sen -
si tized or specifically vulnerable person
groups into the measures of emergency
responders. This is essential to base pre-
vention and response measures on all three
pillars of an efficient civil protection sys-
tem (Rainer et al., 2013) i.e. governmental,
non-governmental and private sources of
stability.

Disaster Management
Disaster management – and above all

preparedness and resilience building mea -
sures – have to take into account individ-
ual requirements of the population. This
includes personal characteristics like gen -
der, age, social and ethnical affiliation
(Enar son and Morrow, 2000) as well as
dis abilities (McEntire, 2007) as well as the
lack of language proficiency and knowl-
edge of the local customs (e.g. in the case
of tourists, new migrants, refugees). Spe -
cif ically, in respect of age, low education
or cultural limitations of the access of di gi -
tal information systems, the „digital divide”
represents a limiting factor in getting crit-
ical information in time and to contribute
actively to the information feedback for a
better situation awareness of the disaster
man agement. A person trusted by the

Transferring Data in Disaster Management
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community mem bers as well as by emer-
gency personnel, a multiplier agent, can
act as interme diate to grant a stable flow of
necessary information in both directions.

The Mul tiRes-approach builds upon these
re quire ments and necessities occurring in
a diverse society confronted with crises, as
Figure 4 shows:
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Figure 4 – Concept of an enhanced multiplier agent approach for resilience building

Disasters are defined as „serious disrup -
tion of the functioning of a community or
a society involving widespread human, ma -
te rial, economic or environmental losses
and impacts” (UNSDR, 2009). Disasters are
also able to tighten community bonding
and make them more permeable (Neal et
al., 2012) but on the other hand, they ob -
vi ously apply excessive pressure on af fect -
ed individuals. In the situation itself, im me -
di ate physical and emotional responses can
occur (Benight and Harper, 2002; Bryce,
2001), as well as the manifestation of dis-
trust and thus non-compliance to mem -
bers of the disaster management (Morrow,
1999) and necessary disaster relief actions

e.g. evacuation. Especially in communities
with a lack of language proficiency or for
individuals lacking literacy, the disadvan-
tages of responding and recovering from
a disaster are obvious. Cultural differences
and even educational level can contribute
to misunderstandings and thus deficits in
preparing and responding to crisis situa-
tions (Phillips, 1993).

Basing on the inherence and belonging
of the multiplier agent approach to the re -
spective communities (e.g. migrant asso-
ciations), some of these disabling factors
can be reduced or even neutralized. With
a direct and personal access to the mem-
bers of potentially vulnerable communities,



factors as mistrust and / or mis un der stand -
ing of important actions in the relief phase
of a disaster can be tackled. The practica -
bility and real impact of the MultiRes-ap -
proach to enhance resilience and pre-
paredness in disadvantaged groups has
yet to be proven in monitored field tests.

Expected Results
On the basis of a thorough requirement

analysis, it will be surveyed which type of
information is suitable to be disclosed by
the emergency organizations to the mul ti -
plier agents and which media and channels
are best fit for the transfer. A va riety of char -
acteristics of the information, such as lan-
guage, the level of education or religion,
the shape of the message (e.g. length, lan -
guage, text vs. image) of the re cipients, of
the multiplier agents and their environment
(the setting) and ultimately the channel for
transmission of information are coordinat-
ed. Based on graph analysis, for selected
ex amples, information and re cipient-com -
binations are optimized taking into account
the multipliers and input de sign (framing),
as well as information chan nels (online-of -
fline, print media, games, etc.).

MultiRes investigates whether interme-
diated paths via multipliers can be used to
improve the perception of risk and pre par -
ing the population for possible incidents.
This should add up to those already ex ist -
ing, superficial channels of communication
for self-protection, prevention and related
content. Recommendations for prevention
providers are generated to optimize the
selection of multipliers on the one hand,
and the shape of the information on the
other hand. Focused on the selected target
population and on the information to be
provided, the optimum orchestration for
a best possible solution for a deep im pact

information transfer will be the outcome
of the MultiRes approach that will contrib -
ute to the enabling of future practices.

Conclusions
This interactive gathered, multi-channel

data, tapping the wisdom of crowds on the
broadest possible level, could be used as
vital and relevant input for situation aware -
ness and decision support in disaster man -
age ment. It could also foster and maintain
active, bidirectional, the participatory in -
volvement of community members in the
prevention and the relief phase of a seri-
ous event – under the prerequisite of a
trusted, reliable, and privacy safeguarding
framework like the one applied within the
REACTA-project or the MultiRes-approach.

This paper focusses on the outcomes of
the post-project evaluation of the QuOIMA
project, that showed several important re -
search questions and gaps, such as how
can relevant data be gathered in a sensible
amount in a small country like Austria,
how can reliability and trustworthiness of
the data be granted, how can open source
data legally be localized and geographi-
cally positioned, and last but not least, how
can a broad part of the community be
activated in the prevention and relief of
emergency situations, taking into account
the still existing digital divide.
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Ab
st
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ct The paper aims to develop a concept that leads to a sustainable development of the
enterprises as well as their employees, by balancing profit oriented and employee 
oriented goals. The long-term positive effects of such a balance could out-weight the
extra costs arising and produce more prosperity and a better quality of life and the
benefits would affect a wide range of stakeholders of the enterprise. Actual problems
and potential solutions are explored by the means of a survey research by the author.
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Introduction
The paper deals with the question of

bal ance between work and the personal
life of working individuals, analyzing rel-
evant aspects from the point of view of the
enterprise, as well as from the point of
view of the employees. The issue seems
to be important, as the stress at workplace
became lately one of the four factors rec-
ognized to affect the balance that ensures
mental health next to the genetic inheri-
tance, wounding trauma and private pres -
sures (Gerbert, 2010). According to the
same source, depression counts for nearly
10.000 suicides yearly in Germany, and the
percentage of cases where early retirement
was due to mental illness increased more
than double in 15 years from 15.4% 1993
to 35.6% in 2008, causing losses of 3.9

billion Euro 2008 in Germany alone (Ger -
bert, 2010).

The severe loss of work-life balance
can lead to a chronically lack of time in

„The most 
dangerous 

poison is the feeling of
achievement. The anti-
dote is to every evening
think what can be done

better tomorrow.”
Ingvar Kamprad



a degree that also depends on factors like
the marital status, the age of the employee,
the number and the age of children as well
as the level of employment and of income,
the profession itself and other factors (Gar -
hammer, 2003). In time, this can turn into
burnout, a state of grave exhaustion, emp -
tiness and depression, despite the fact that
it is combined with social recognition and
self-esteem, viewed by some as part of a
successful career (Meckel, 2010). Burnout
usually happens to people who do not de -
velop a healthy distance to work, several
types of working people being predisposed
to it: the idealist, the ultra hard-working,
the perfectionist, the loner, the grim and
the thin-skinned (Gerbert, 2010). Such a
psychological state will bring in time phys -
ical problems regarding the immunity or
the cardiovascular system, that could be -
come irreversible (Weinert, A.B., 2004).

From the point of view of the enter-
prise, it would be good to have balanced
employees, with a happy life that do great
at their jobs, achieving good and / or ex -
cel lent results. This way, they contribute
to the wealth of the enterprise and to a
good atmosphere among the team mem-
bers. From this point of view, the psycho -
logical and physical health of the em -
ploy ees is important for the enterprise, as
well as for the employees, and there is a
potential for a win-win situation. This ex -
plains the fact that some enterprises like
Google, Microsoft, Bosch and many other
invest into having good food or good en -
tertainment possibilities such as sports,
games etc. in the reach of the employees
and at the expenses of the enterprise,
some times combined with a flexible work -
ing program and preferably with clear per -
form ance indicators. This way, they keep
their employees motivated and at the same
point oriented towards the goals of the

enterprise. In the opposite direction, there
is a win-lose situation, when enterprises
develop a mechanism of constantly pres-
suring their employees by different mech -
a nisms ranging from fear and authority of
the managers, technology control expand-
ed outside the border of the working place
(Barker, 1993) to a subtle social pressure,
in order to work at the limit of exhaustion
to the benefit of the enterprise. When em -
ployees cannot keep the pace anymore
be cause their health or their private life
collapses under the pressure of the work -
ing place, they are left behind and the
enterprise searches to hire new, usually
young employees willing and able to work
at constant pressure. In this case, the en -
terprise is not interested in having em ploy -
ees with a good work-life balance, and
workaholic attitudes are encouraged. On
the long ride, these companies lose a great
number of their employees, always re -
placing them. The risk is to also loose the
quality of the services and products, to
earn a negative image in the community
respectively.

Work-Life Balance in Management Decisions
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1. Work-Life Balance
All employees identify to some extent

with their organizations (Van Knippenberg,
2006). It is important to find healthy ways
of identification, especially in the context
of modern working places where commu -
nication technologies are involved that al -
low employees to stay connected to their
jobs beyond the normal time and space
boundaries (Reynolds, 2005), (Boswell and
Olson-Buchanan, 2007).

Solutions to influence the work-life bal -
ance can be developed at three levels: at
national level the law can impose some
lim its on the power of enterprises upon
their employees, at the enterprise / or gan -
i za tion level, workplace policies of the en -
terprise with resulting norms and organi-
zational behavior can influence either pos -
i tive ly or negatively the work-life balance
of their employees, and at the individual
level, each employee can be better in -
formed and develop attitudes and skills
that help one achieve a healthy degree of
balance between work and personal life.

Some authors [Hoobler (2009), King
(2008), Meckel (2010), Mumby (1998)]
show a critical thinking towards the ca -
pac ity of enterprise managers to create
an atmosphere that encourages a good

balance between work and personal life,
thus refraining from over-enforcing the va -
lue of work at the cost of the personal life
of the employees, with different ar gu -
ments: management teams have as a ma -
jor ity of male persons with little experience
regarding work-family conflicts (Williams
and Boushey, 2010). They already put
work in the first place investing a lot of
time in the struggle for power and ambi-
tion in order to achieve their actual posi-
tion; this means time not spent with their
families (which is usually a price too high
for a woman to pay) (Pfeffer, 2010). They
usually are either unmarried or married with
wives that are providing for the house -
hold activities (Williams, 2000). The enter -
prise can use its power covertly by ideolo -
gical controls, like promoting the idea of
the ideal worker who commits totally to
the enterprises (King, 2008), works late
though extra time is not always paid etc.

In order to set some boundaries to en -
terprises who do not want or are not ca pa -
ble of creating adequate workplace po li -
cies by themselves, some countries created
laws that protect the employees to a lower
or higher degree. Because big enterprises
usually possess the financial meanings to
make a strong lobby to the lawmakers, it
is important that such a strong lobby is
balanced by the lobby of unions to ensure
fair payment, training, safety measures and
adequate working hours per week, paid
va cations. As a result, workers in countries
with strong unions work fewer hours and
have more generous conditions than those
from countries with weak unions (Rey -
nolds, 2004).

As each individual has a right to strive
for fulfillment at work and in the personal
life, the first aligns better with the goals of
the employer, as compared to the latter.
While financial successful enterprises man -
age to achieve their financial goals, this is
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not always done without imposing per-
sonal sacrifices on the employees. Enter -
prises can use their organizational power
to impose policies, norms and thus orga-
nizational behavior (Mumby, 1998) that
can be employee-friendly or not. Though
some research states that work-family con -
flicts are not gender specific, working fa -
thers and mother report in a percent of
95%, respectively 90% to have such con-
flicts (Williams and Boushey, 2010). Other
studies show that working mothers are
more often wrongly perceived as less com -
mitted to their work, compared to their
childless colleagues, and in comparison
with the commitment perception of work -
ing fathers (King, 2008). This perceived
commitment by direct managers is usually
related to the promotion of employees
(Hoobler, Wayne and Lemmon, 2009).

As employees are not production ro bots,
they identify with their role at work, as well
as with other different roles in their perso -
nal life related to parenting, religion, hob -
bies etc. In case these identities can align in
a rather harmonious way, we can speak
about a good degree of work-life balance;
else we have work-life conflicts (Tracy, 2000).

Thus, the solutions towards a better
work-life balance are sought at a national,
enterprise or individual level. It is important
that they are based on a better understand -
ing of the human being in its complexity
and on its needs for a fulfilled life. The
framework of integral human resource man -
agement – derived from the Bucharest Mo -
del of Integral Management (Mustaþã, 2012)
is based on the viewpoint that human be -
ings are complex beings, each is unique
while all might share some universal values.
Thus, it provides a model which tries to
avoid oversimplification of the human be -
ing, and that can be used in the context
of improving the work-life balance at na -
tional, enterprise or individual levels.

2. The Integral HRM Model
The model of Integral Human Resource

Management derives from the Model of In -
tegral Management. It is called integral be -
cause it aims to analyze the hu man being
from an elevated point of view, respecting
all its dimensions as well as its needs, its
huge potential and its uniqueness. It is also
called integral because it tries to synthe-
size, but not limit, the infinite potential of
the evolution of human beings, by using
eight principles.

An overview of the eight principles of
the Integral human resource management
(HRM) is presented in Figure 1, each prin -
ciple being explained:

Figure 1 – The principles 
of Integral HRM
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The eight principles are described de -
tailed in other contributions of the author
(Mustata, 2012). In this article they will
be introduced shortly, only regarding their
link to the work-life balance issue and to
the possible solutions. All three levels of
improving the work-life balance at a coun -
try, enterprise or individual level can ben -
efit of a positive image of the human be ing,
open to its potential to evolve.

The principle of Inspirational Intel -
li gence signifies that an enterprise, as well
as its employees, can benefit substantially
if its employees are inspired at their work -
place, using their intelligence to innovate
and creatively solve the challenges of a
turbulent and fast changing environment.
What kind of training, working environ-
ments and leadership styles develop the
inspirational intelligence of the employees,
respectively attract and keep loyal inspired
and intelligent employees, remains a chal -
lenge that should be solved in each par-
ticular case with particular solutions. The
presentation of this principle emphasizes
that the development of such an environ-
ment which attracts inspired intelligent em -
ployees and helps them develop. Possible
solutions could combine decent income,
flexible schedule, creative environment and
challenges, clear performance indicators
and participative decision making, but is
not limited to these ingredients.

The principle of Creativity and Courage
for Non-Conformism means to develop
and attract creative people in an enterprise.
It is needed for continuously developing
the innovation potential of the enterprise.
This is an aspect considered as essential
by (Alexe, 2012; Scarlat, Alexe and Alexe,
2009; Alexe, Scarlat and Alexe, 2010). This
can be done by measures that stimulate
the inspirational intelligence mentioned

before, as well as the insertion of unique
challenges and projects to break the rou-
tine of every day’s work.

The respect of the Truth translates in
the work-life balance discussion as re spect -
ing the truth of the employees’ identity in
its complexity. Being kind and fair with
persons with temporary special needs (for
example working parents of small chil-
dren), can lead to better transit solution
then ignoring the problem out of fear to
be forced to make too many exceptions.
This implies that managers should invest
time into knowing and understanding their
direct subordinates very well, as well as
searching for ways to improve communi-
cation (Alexe, Alexe, Popescu and Ni cu -
lescu, 2011), as this is the foundation for
finding the best prevention. It doesn’t mean
for example to allow an employee to be
late for work without limits for long peri-
ods because his personal life demands
more time, but maybe in such a case to
discuss and find a temporary part-time so -
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lu tion that is convenient for both the em -
ployee and the company.

Efficiency and Effectiveness refer to
the aim and attitude to reach the estab-
lished goals in all important direction. This
includes the goals for profit, for social con -
tribution, as well as for the personal ev o -
lution. All goals must be set realistically,
so they do not need to sacrifice other im -
portant objectives.

Goodness refers to have the intention
to contribute to the own well-being, as
well the well-being of colleagues (man-
agers and subordinates) and other stake-
holders of the enterprise (customers, in -
vestors etc.). Sometimes, the well-being of
different persons and groups is in a con-
flicting state, in which case critical thinking,
ethics and fair play are essential in order
to develop sustainable, correct long-term
solutions to such conflicts.

Responsibility is a principle that is
work ing well when it is a two-way road in
an enterprise: the employees are respon-

sible to the enterprise, and the enterprise
is responsible to them. For example, dur-
ing the crisis, there were enterprises that
refused to dismiss employees when fac-
ing decreases of their sales, thus of their
incomes but found ways to communicate
with their employees and settle shorter
working times, combined with less pay-
ment for a limited period of time to cover
the sales gap. When the crisis was over
and sales increased, they were rewarded
not to look for new untrained personnel,
but to get back to the previous full-time
agreement with their employees, trigger-
ing a win-win situation.

The principle of Aspiration to evolve
is also a two-way road: the enterprise can
give chances of training, evolution with job
rotation, job enrichment and job enlarge-
ment to their employees, and the em -
ploy ees can take great joy in developing
their own potential and use such chances
to their best.

The principle of Love is a foundation
and an essence of all other principles. Love
is the deepest motivation to act. It refers to
a joyful connection with other humans,
nature and all that surrounds us. If love
for all that is affected by our decisions and
action (or lack of action) drives us, we have
a good chance to find a way so that our
goals are in harmony with all consequen -
ces regarding our work, the work of our
subordinates, as well as our personal life.

The eight principles of Integral Human
Resource Management do not deliver a
clear receipt for success, but rather direc-
tions and a frame to look for solutions in
each particular case. We also might fail
sometimes, but mistakes and failures can
be a foundation for learning and further
evolution.

Work-Life Balance in Management Decisions
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3. Research Methodology and Design
3.1. Research Methods

The research underlying this paper is
based on observation and on the critical
thinking of the author, as well as on an on -
line survey with 124 employees / en tre pre -
neurs who work in Romania and employ -
ed either by their own company or by a
multinational enterprise. The author aligns
with Caproni (Caproni, 1997) regarding
the opinion that taken-for-granted ideas
and oversimplifications should always be
put under question in the work-life bal-
ance discussions.

Observation and critical thinking were
involved in creating the framework of the
paper and the development of the con-
cept of integral human resource manage-
ment, as well as for the interpretation of
the survey results.

The survey itself was meant as a tool
of exploratory research, to draw a first pic -
ture of the work-life balance situation of
employees with a higher education degree
in Romania.

3.2. Sample Description

A sample consisting of 124 employees
answered the anonymous survey. The sam -
ple members were aged between 23-67
years, most of them (86%) were not mar-
ried, they were working in Romania in
multinational enterprises or in their own
enterprise in different fields like IT Out -
sourcing, Advertising, Telecommunica tion,
IT, Law, Transportation, PR, Sales, Man -
agement, Consulting etc.

4. Research Results
The results are divided into the follow -

ing areas: work / overwork / stress at work,
income/ benefits, personal life and health
aspects, and satisfaction. At each question

with predefined answers, these are indi-
cated right after the question, as well as
the percentage of the sample.

4.1. The Work / Overwork / Stress at Work
Section

The following question were raised:

Q1:Q1: How many hours do you work week -
ly (including checking work-related emails
with the smartphone, tablet or computer)?
A1:A1: 40{31%}, 41-45{29%}, 46-50{22%}, 50-60
{10%}, >60{8%}, N=123 (Figure 2).

Q2:Q2: How many times do you engage in
work activities in your non-work time
weekly?
A2:A2: not at all {41%}, 1 day {17%}, 2 days
{15%}, 3-4 days {17%}, 5-7 days {10%},
N=124. (Figure 3).

Figure 2 – No. of hours/working week

Figure 3 – Work activities 
in non-work time weekly
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Q3:Q3: Do you also work in your non-work
time from home?
A3:A3: yes {52%}, no {48%}, N=124. (Figure 4).

Q4:Q4: Why do you work overtime?
A4:A4: I have to {12%}, I work more than
other colleagues for my own develop-
ment and/or to be promoted {12%}, The
tasks need more time than the regular
working time {36%}, I feel better at work
then home {6%}, I don’t work overtime
{33%}, N=123 (Figure 5).

Figure 4 – Work in your 
non-work time at home

Work-Life Balance in Management Decisions

Q5:Q5: How do you evaluate the level of
work related stress?
A5:A5: 1 - very low {5%}, 2{21%}, 3{33%},
4{35%}, 5 very high {6%}, N=124 (Figure 6).

We can see from the results that the
sample contains groups of people that
only work during the regular work time,
as well as groups with moderate or great
overtime, distributed mostly in the regular
or moderate scale, both regarding over all
time as well as the frequency of working
overtime. In cases of overtime, most of the
companies offer the possibility to work
from home. The main reason for overtime
is the duration of the tasks within the job
description while some people work be -
cause they want to (promotion, running
from home), and others work from home
because they feel coerced to some de -
gree.Figure 6 – The level of stress
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Some of these issues could be solved if
the enterprises would hire more people
in order to have the tasks covered by the
employees using their regular working
time, and request them to work in their
non-work time only in exceptional cases.
This, on the other hand, would require the
management and the investors to have a
sense of fair play and to take into consid-
eration a decrease in the profits for the
com pany in order to give the employees
a fair amount of work, possible to be cov -
ered in the regular working time.

4.2. The Income / Benefits Section

The following question were raised:

Q6:Q6: What is your monthly income after
taxes?
A6:A6: under 1000 RON (~222 EUR) {10%},
1001-1500 RON (~222-334 EUR) {10%},
1501-2200 RON (~334-448 EUR) {13%},
2201-3000 RON (~448-612 EUR) {30%},
3001-4500 RON (~612-918 EUR) {19%},
over 4500 RON (~918 EUR) {17%}, N=123
(Figure 7).

Q7:Q7: What other benefits are included by
your employer?
A7:A7: Private health assurance {56%}, Pri -
vate retirement fund {10%}, Access to other
activities at reduced costs or free {35%}, Ac -
cess to the canteen inside the enterprise
{18%}, None {20%}, Others {15%}, N=124
mul tiple choices possible (Figure 8).

Q8:Q8: Is Overtime paid?
A8:A8: Yes {36%}, No {64%}, N=124 (Figure 9).

Q9:Q9: How many vacations days do you
have yearly?
A9:A9: Free answer N=124. 95% answered
21 days (Figure 10).

Figure 7 – Income after taxes

Figure 8 – Other benefits

Figure 9 – Paid of overtime

Figure 10 – Vacations days yearly
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We can conclude that the sample con-
tains a majority of well-paid employees,
compared to average payments in Ro ma nia
explained by the fact that most of them
work in multinational companies and have
a higher education degree. The enterprises
use various extra benefits to keep their em -
ployees loyal, but not all enterprises were
overtime occurred pay their employees for
the extra hours. The net income which is
higher than the average income in Roma nia
explains why employees accept unpaid
over time, even if they don’t think it is to -
tally fair.

4.3. The Personal Life and Health Aspects Section

The following question were raised:

Q10:Q10: Do you use all your vacation days
during the year?
A10:A10: Yes {66%}, No {34%}, N=124. (Fi -
gure 11).

Q11:Q11: How many times do you use coffee
or energy drinks daily?
A11:A11: Not at all {26%}, once a day {36%},
twice a day {27%}, thrice or more times a
day {11%}, N=123 (Figure 12).

Q12:Q12: How often do you eat fast food
weekly (except shawarma and falafel)?
A12:A12: Almost daily {6%}, 3-4 times a week
{3%}, 1-2 times a week {27%}, never or al -
most never {64%}, N= 123 (Figure 13).

Figure 11 – Use all vacation days

Figure 12 – Use of energy drinks daily

Figure 13 – Eat fast food weekly
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Q13:Q13: Do you practice some form of sport?
A13:A13: Yes {54%}, No {46%}, N=123 (Figure
14).

In the authors opinion, it is alarming
that 34% of employees from the sample
do not use their vacation days. A majori-
ty of the sample lives healthy practicing
sport (54%), drinking maximum one cof-
fee or energy drink daily (62%) and eating
never or almost never from unhealthy fast
food (64%). There is a big minority left,
that tends to neglect health, including ne -
glecting health at the advantage of work
commitment, feeling young and invulne -
rable, but being endangered on the long
term to lose a proper work-life balance and
also to experience health problems. In this
regard, the solution lies on the individual
level, to develop a better awareness of the
needs of the body and of the personal life,
in order to gain a harmonious equilibrium.

4.4. The Satisfaction Section

The following question were raised:

Q14:Q14: How satisfied are you with the ratio
income free time of your job?
A14:A14: 1 – Very unsatisfied {1%}, 2 – {10%},
3 – {25%}, 4 – {36%}, 5 – very satisfied {27%},
N=124 (Figure 15).

Q15:Q15: How satisfied are you with your job?
A15:A15: 1 – too much free time {3%}, 2 – {14%},
3 – {52%}, 4 – {25%}, 5 – too much work {6%},
N=124 (Figure 16).

It can be observed that a significant ma -
jority is satisfied with their job and their
choices.

Conclusions
There is much potential for improve-

ment at all levels regarding the work-life
balance. Lawmakers could set fair boun-
daries to enterprise workplace policies,
in order not to suffocate enterprises with
too many regulations, but also not to leave
employees unprotected when dealing with

Figure 15 – Satisfaction offered 
by income relative to leisure

Figure 14 – Practice of sport

Figure 16 – Satisfaction offered by job
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opportunistic employers. At this level, strong
unions could make a positive (un for tu na -
tely also a negative) impact using their
lobby. Enterprises could use the framework
of Integral Human Resource Manage ment
in order to develop a good working force
and use the human potential at its maxi-
mum (in a qualitative, not a quantitative
way). Employees could use the same con -
cept to trace for themselves directions of
development towards a fulfilled life, in both
work and personal life.

As directions for further research, it
would bring an improvement to repeat
the survey on the same sample after sev-
eral years, in order to see how satisfaction
and priorities change in time. In this case,
the survey cannot be completely anony-
mous. Another direction to continue the
research would be to apply the framework
of the Integral Human Resources Manage -
ment for solving specific work-life balance
problems within specific enterprises as case
studies, in order to find the correct diagno -
sis and to develop solutions for each case.

Work-Life Balance in Management Decisions
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„The average person
puts only 25% of his
energy and ability
into his work.”

Andrew Carnegie
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